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Warnings for America

T

wo newspaper articles in particular caught my
eye recently. The first, “U.S. Funding for Future
Promises Lags by Trillions,” appeared in USA
Today (Dennis Cauchan, June 7, 2011). It covered a sobering phenomenon we’ve discussed previously in several articles—the skyrocketing
amount of financial obligations created by the U.S. government with
no realistic way to pay for them.
While the federal government took on $1.5 trillion last year to
finance the budget deficit, it shockingly added 31⁄2 times that amount,
“$5.3 trillion in new financial obligations in 2010, largely for retirement programs such as Medicare and Social Security,” according to
the article. The net effect? “That brings to a record $61.6 trillion the
total of financial promises not paid for” (emphasis added throughout).
Numbers like these are so huge that people find them almost meaningless. To put it in perspective, if you spent $1 per second, 24 hours a

“America must rediscover the qualities that originally made it great. That will not be easy.”
day, you would spend $86,400 per day and more than $31.5 million per
year. It would take you over 32,000 years to spend a trillion dollars!
Multiply that by 61 times, and you have some idea of that one part of
America’s debt problem. If you’re an American, your share is $534,000
per U.S. household, “more than five times what Americans have borrowed for everything else—mortgages, car loans and other debt.”
The other article, titled “Decline and Fall of the American Empire,”
was written by Larry Elliott, economics editor for the British newspaper The Guardian (June 6, 2011). It’s a stern warning for a nation on
a perilous path, and shocking coming from such a left-leaning paper:
“America clocked up a record last week. The latest drop in house
prices meant that the cost of real estate has fallen by 33% since the peak
—even bigger than the 31% slide seen when John Steinbeck was writing
The Grapes of Wrath,” the famous novel of Depression-era America.
Elliot points to America’s 9.1 percent unemployment rate, to one in
six Americans relying on government food stamps and to budget deficits that, percentage-wise, rival those of Greece, which is on the verge
of financial implosion.
His sobering conclusion? “America in 2011 is Rome in 200AD or
Britain on the eve of the first world war: an empire at the zenith of its
power but with cracks beginning to show.
“The experience of both Rome and Britain suggests that it is hard
to stop the rot once it has set in, so here are a few of the warning signs
of trouble ahead: military overstretch, a widening gulf between rich
and poor, a hollowed-out economy, citizens using debt to live beyond
their means . . . The high levels of violent crime, epidemic of obesity,
addiction to pornography and excessive use of energy may be telling
us something: the US is in an advanced state of cultural decadence.”
For years The Good News has warned about America’s cultural,
societal and spiritual decline. It’s becoming so obvious now that even
a secular economics editor writing for a highly liberal newspaper can
recognize the connection between the nation’s “cultural decadence,”
as he put it, and its downward economic spiral.
Elliott’s article concludes with this: “Above all, America must rediscover the qualities that originally made it great. That will not be easy.”
We couldn’t agree more! In the following pages we’ll examine some
of those qualities that “originally made [America] great.” We hope and
pray that you personally, and all of our readers, will rediscover and
apply those qualities!
—Scott Ashley, Managing editor
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by Noel Hornor

Today some are trying to rewrite history to argue that the United States
was founded as a secular, nonreligious nation. The historical record
clearly tells a much different story!

The early colonial settlers possessed deep
Christian faith. “The first permanent settlement was the English colony at Jamestown,
in 1607, in what is now Virginia. Similar to
the other colonial charters, the First Charter of
Virginia emphasized the Christian character
t wasn’t that long ago that a U.S. judge
of their purpose:
Does the country still worship and trust in
told a high school valedictorian, “If
“‘We, greatly commending, and graciously
God, or has its reverence for and honoring of
you mention Jesus in your valedictory
God declined with the passage of time? And accepting of, their desires for the furtherance
address, you will wish you had never
of so noble a work, which may, by the proviif so, what does this mean for the nation’s
been born” (quoted by Erwin Lutzer,
dence of Almighty God, hereafter tend to the
future?
Is God on America’s Side? 2008, p. 11).
glory of His Divine Majesty, in propagating
This statement would have shocked earlier “Grounded upon Gospel principles”
of Christian religion to such people, as yet
The patriotism of America’s forefathers
generations of Americans to their very core.
live in darkness and miserable ignorance of
was undergirded by strong Christian founda- the true knowledge and worship of God’”
America is unique among all Christian
tions and pillars.
nations of the world in its overtness in
(Richard Lee, The American Patriot’s Bible,
When England’s King Charles II granted
expressing its trust in God. The motto “In
2009, p. I-5).
God We Trust” is printed on all its paper cur- a charter for the colony of Rhode Island to
The first northern colony was established
rency and stamped on its coinage. The motto Roger Williams in July 1663, he wrote: “That in 1620 at Plymouth, in what is now Maswas first embossed on America’s money with they, pursuing with peace and loyal minds
sachusetts. The settlers’ initial governing
their sober, serious and religious intentions, of document, the Mayflower Compact, clearly
the issuing of a two-cent coin that bore the
godly edifying themselves and one another in attested to their faith in God.
words in 1864. It was first printed on paper
the holy Christian faith and worship . . . a most
money in 1957.
It states: “In the name of God, Amen.
flourishing civil state may stand, and best be
Many Americans have long taken pride
We, whose names are underwritten, . . . Havin the nation’s being founded on devotion to maintained . . . rightly grounded upon Gospel ing undertaken for the Glory of God, and
principles” (quoted by James Knowles, Mem- Advancement of the Christian Faith, and the
the God of the Bible. Yet many now claim
America’s Christian heritage is a myth. This oir of Roger Williams: The Founder of the
Honour of our King and Country, a Voyage
is false, as we will see. But we then must ask: State of Rhode-Island, 1834, p. 420).
to plant the first Colony in the northern Parts

I
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of Virginia; do by these Presents, solemnly
and mutually, in the Presence of God and
of one another; covenant and combine ourselves together into a civil Body Politick . . .”
(quoted by Rod Gragg, Forged in Faith: How
Faith Shaped the Birth of the Nation 16071776, 2010, pp. 29-30).
Author Woodrow Kroll states: “The influence of the Bible and the Christian religion
was very much in evidence in the New England colonies and in other colonies as well.
The New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland
colonies considered themselves to be ‘plantations of religion.’ Most of the charters mention the desire of the stockholders to convert
the natives and to extend Christ’s dominion”
(Taking Back the Good Book: How America
Forgot the Bible and Why It Matters to You,
2007, p. 38).
“We have this day restored the Sovereign”
After a period of time the American
colonies began to evolve toward a desire for
independence and nationhood. This was due
to a number of points of friction that developed between the colonies and their mother
country, England. The Continental Congress
met in 1774-1776 in Philadelphia to address
these matters.
On July 2, 1776, the Continental Congress
was meeting to declare independence. At the
same time, the commander-in-chief of the
armies, George Washington, was gathered
with his troops on Long Island, New York.
During that time he issued an order to his
troops that stated:
“The fate of unborn millions will now
depend, under God, on the courage and
conduct of this army . . . Let us, then, rely
on the goodness of our cause, and the aid of
the Supreme Being, in whose hands victory
is, to animate and encourage us to great and
noble actions” (quoted by John Marshall,
The Life of George Washington, vol. 2,
1804, p. 424).
The Declaration of Independence was
written and signed in 1776. It mentions
“the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God,”
says that “all men are . . . endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights,”
and declares that the representatives were
“appealing to the Supreme Judge of the
world for the rectitude of [their] intentions”
and trusting “with a firm reliance on the
protection of divine Providence.”
One of its signers, Samuel Adams, who
was later eulogized as “the Father of the
American Revolution,” expressed a common
sentiment when he said after its signing:
“We have this day restored the Sovereign,
Visit us at www.GNmagazine.org

to whom alone men ought to be obedient
. . . From the rising to the setting sun, may
His kingdom come” (Speech, Statehouse of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Aug. 1, 1776).
Another signer, Samuel Adams’ second
cousin John Adams, who helped draft the
document and would later become the second
president of the United States, stated in a letter to his wife on the day Congress approved
the Declaration: “The general principles upon
which the Fathers achieved independence
were the general principles of Christianity . . .
I will avow that I believed and now believe
that those general principles of Christianity
are as eternal and immutable as the existence
and attributes of God” (quoted by Bill Conry,
Farewell to America, 2009, p. 19).
John Adams’ son John Quincy Adams,
the sixth president of the United States, later

as the rules of their conduct” (quoted by
Federer, p. 18).
Forging a new nation
The ragtag American armies engaged the
superior British forces in combat for a period
of six years. It seems likely that the colonial
forces under George Washington achieved
victory more due to God’s divine help than
to their military might. The culminating
point came when General Lord Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktown, Virginia, in the
summer of 1781. The favor that the colonials
had with God had stood them in good stead,
and due largely to this they achieved a sort of
independence.
But independence did not bring nationhood. Instead of being a united country,
the people were divided into 13 squabbling

The Mayflower Compact

A

mong the first groups of colonists who settled in North America were the pilgrims, who established the Plymouth Colony in what would later become the state of Massachusetts. On Nov. 11,
1620, as their ship the Mayflower waited to land near present-day Cape Cod, the colonists signed
the Mayflower Compact, agreeing on their purpose and how they would govern themselves.
The Compact stated that they had “undertaken for the Glory of God, and Advancement of the
Christian Faith, and the Honour of our King and Country, a Voyage to plant the first Colony in the northern Parts of Virginia . . .” According to their own words, evangelism and furtherance of the Christian
faith were clearly stated goals of the group.

explained, “The highest glory of the American Revolution was this; it connected in one
indissoluble bond the principles of civil government with the principles of Christianity”
(quoted by William Federer, America’s God
and Country: Encyclopedia of Quotations,
1994, p. 18). He also stated, “From the day
of the Declaration . . . they [the American
people] were bound by the laws of God,
which they all, and by the laws of The
Gospel, which they nearly all, acknowledge

colonies. They sought to solve their divisions
by sending a gathering of 55 delegates to
Philadelphia during May to September 1787
to seek unity by creating a constitution they
could agree to and support.
As with previous endeavors and actions
of the people, God was a part of the motivating picture. Of the 55 delegates, at least
50 professed Christianity. “They were all
remarkably well read, and mostly from the
same books . . . They were also careful stuJuly/August 2011
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dents of the Bible, especially the Old Testa- 1787, during the convention clashes, Franklin frequent instances of a superintending proviment, and even though some did not belong spoke up and stated:
dence in our favor” (quoted by Jon Meato any Christian denomination, the teachings
“In this situation of this assembly, gropcham, American Gospel, 2006, pp. 88-89).
of Jesus were held in universal respect and ing, as it were, in the dark, to find political
Franklin was clearly no longer a deist at
this point as is often claimed, especially as he
continued: “I have lived, sir, a long time; and
the longer I live, the more convincing proofs
I see of this truth, that God governs in the
affairs of men! And if a sparrow cannot fall
to the ground without his notice, is it probable that an empire can rise without his aid?
“We have been assured, sir, in the sacred
writings, that except the Lord build the house,
they labor in vain that build it. I firmly believe
this; and I also believe that without his concurring aid, we shall succeed in this political
building no better than the builders of Babel”
(p. 89, emphasis added)
Through perseverance during continued
debate, the convention succeeded. The delegates drew up a document, and the United
States Constitution was adopted on Sept. 17,
1787, by the Constitutional Convention and
ome people believe that the U.S. Constitution forbids any connection between religion and govratified at later conventions in each state in
ernment—or, as it’s popularly known, separation of church and state. American history, however,
the name of “The People.”
clearly proves otherwise.
The U.S. Constitution created the three
The website for the U.S. Library of Congress contains a lengthy history of Christian church serbranches of America’s national government:
vices being held in the most recognizable of government buildings—the U.S. Capitol building, where
a legislature, an executive branch led by the
the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives meet! Notice these excerpts from a portion of the site
president, and a judicial branch including the
titled “Religion and the Federal Government” (emphasis added throughout):
Supreme Court.

Separation of Church and State?

S

“It is no exaggeration to say that on Sundays in Washington during the administrations of Thomas
Jefferson (1801-1809) and of James Madison (1809-1817) the state became the church. Within a
year of his inauguration, Jefferson began attending church services in the House of Representatives.
Madison followed Jefferson’s example . . . Worship services in the House . . . continued until after the
Civil War . . . Preachers of every Protestant denomination appeared. (Catholic priests began officiating in 1826.) . . . Throughout his administration Jefferson permitted church services in executive
branch buildings. The Gospel was also preached in the Supreme Court chambers.
“Jefferson’s actions may seem surprising because his attitude toward the relation between religion and government is usually thought to have been embodied in his recommendation that there
exist “a wall of separation between church and state.” In that statement, Jefferson was apparently
declaring his opposition, as Madison had done in introducing the Bill of Rights, to a ‘national’ religion.
In attending church services on public property, Jefferson and Madison consciously and deliberately
were offering symbolic support to religion as a prop for republican government.”
The site includes descriptions of religious services also being held in the U.S. Treasury Building (by
several denominations) and the Supreme Court chamber, and notes that for a time the U.S. Marine
Band provided musical accompaniment for hymns at worship services in the U.S. Capitol building.
Many other interesting facts clearly contradicting the common legal interpretation of separation of
church and state can be found on the site at www.loc.gov/exhibits/religion/rel06-2.html.
—Scott Ashley

The faith of America’s first president
In April 1789, George Washington—the
man who even then was called “the Father of
His Country”—was unanimously selected as
the first president of the United States. What
evidence do we have of Washington’s belief
in God?
Ten years earlier when he was speaking to
a gathering of chiefs of the Delaware tribe, he
stated: “You do well to wish to learn our arts
and ways of life, and above all, the religion of
Jesus Christ. These will make you a greater
and happier people than you are” (quoted by
Peter Lillback, George Washington’s Sacred
Fire, 2006, p. 18.)
At a later time, when Washington and
the Continental Army were enduring many
disappointments and setbacks, he stated:
“While we are zealously performing the
admiration” (Cleon Skousen, The 5000 Year truth, and scarce able to distinguish it when
Leap, 2009, p. 32).
presented to us, how has it happened, sir, that duties of good citizens and soldiers we
At times during the Constitutional Conven- we have not hitherto once thought of humbly certainly ought not to be inattentive to the
higher duties of religion. To the distintion the debate raged fiercely, threatening
applying to the father of lights to illuminate
guished character of patriot, it should be our
to disrupt the proceedings and send them
our understandings?
home with nothing to show for their efforts.
“In the beginning of the contest with Brit- highest glory to add the more distinguished
character of Christian” (ibid.).
One of the most famous of the delegates
ain, when we were sensible of danger, we
Washington was a devoted and religious
was Benjamin Franklin, who represented the had daily prayers in this room for the divine
colony of Pennsylvania. Earlier in his life he protection! Our prayers, sir, were heard; and man. “We know that the lips of Washington
had accepted deism, the belief that God does they were graciously answered. All of us who spoke the name of Jesus Christ as he shared
not intervene in His creation. Yet in late June were engaged in the struggle have observed the comfort of the Gospel . . . Later in his life,
6
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he was very active in worship. The records
show that he went to church on Sundays
while he served in the office of the presidency. When he retired, he continued to
worship in the church” (p. 44).
A religious judiciary
Many recent rulings by American judges
and courts tell a regrettable story of bias
against God and the Christian religion. It
has not always been this way. John Jay,
the first chief justice of the United States,
was devoutly Christian, as witnessed by his
belief in the spiritual resurrection from the
dead to eternal life.
“In May of 1802 Mrs. Jay began to fail
rapidly; on the twenty-eighth, with her husband and children at her bedside, she died. In
that tragic hour Jay remained calm. When he
saw that death had claimed her he at once led
his children into the adjoining room, took up
the family Bible and turned to the fifteenth
chapter of First Corinthians.
“His eyes glistened but his voice was firm:
‘. . . Now if Christ be preached that he rose
from the dead, how say some among you
that there is no resurrection of the dead? . . .
We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be

changed, . . . and the dead shall be raised
incorruptible’” (Frank Monaghan, John
Jay: Defender of Liberty Against Kings and
Peoples, 1935, p. 428).
On another occasion Jay stated, “Providence has given to our people the choice of
their rulers, and it is the duty, as well as the
privilege and interest of our Christian nation,
to select and prefer Christians for their rulers”
(quoted by Michael Williams, Silenced in the
Schoolhouse: How Biblical Illiteracy in Our
Schools is Destroying America, 2008, p. 47).
Early America was overwhelmingly Christian
Author Peter Lillback notes that early
America was overwhelmingly Christian: “At
the beginning of the American Revolution,
98.4% of the Americans claimed to be Protestant; 1.4% claimed to be Roman Catholic
—thus, 99.8% were professing Christians.
This certainly corroborates Benjamin Franklin’s telling observation published in 1794 on
the faith of his contemporary fellow Americans in the midst of Washington’s presidency:
“‘. . . Serious religion, under its various
denominations, is not only tolerated, but
respected and practiced. Atheism is unknown
there . . . so that persons may live to a great

Christopher Columbus and Jesus Christ

H

ave you ever heard that Christopher Columbus gave God the credit for his journey to the New
World? Notice what he later wrote in describing his efforts to find a new route to India:
“It was the Lord who put into my mind (I could feel his hand upon me) the fact that it would be
possible to sail from here to the Indies. All who heard of my project rejected it with laughter, ridiculing
me. There is no question that the inspiration was from the Holy Spirit . . .
“For the execution of the journey to the Indies, I did not make use of intelligence, mathematics or
maps. It is simply the fulfillment of what Isaiah had prophesied . . . No one should fear to undertake
any task in the name of our Savior if it is just and if the intention is purely for His holy service” (quoted
by Bob Gingrich, Founding Fathers vs. History Revisionists: In Their Own Words, 2008, p. 17).

Photos/illustrations, from left: Corbis, courtesy of the Architect of the Capitol

—Jerold Aust

age in that country without having their piety
shocked by meeting with either an atheist or
an infidel’” (p. 29).
Americans and American leaders continued for generations to be devoted to God.
In 1831, the notable French historian Alexis
de Tocqueville visited America and made
a profound observation about the source of
America’s strength and character. He concluded that it was attributed to America’s
commitment to religion—and specifically
to Christianity:
“It was religion that gave birth to the
English colonies in America. One must
never forget that. In the United States religion is mingled with all the national customs and all those feelings which the word
fatherland evokes. For that reason it has
peculiar power . . .
“Christianity has kept a strong hold over
the minds of Americans, and—this is the
point I wish to emphasize—its power is not
just that of a philosophy which has been
examined and accepted, but that of a religion
believed in without discussion . . . Christianity itself is an established and irresistible fact
which no one seeks to attack” (Democracy
in America, translated by George Lawrence,
1969, p. 432).
The decline of Christianity
Yet America has drastically changed.
Today, church attendance and Christianity
are declining in the nation. One 2009 poll
reported that 95 percent of Christian evangelicals ages 20 to 29 had attended church
regularly during their elementary and middle
school years. However, only 55 percent of
them attended church regularly during high
school, and only 11 percent of them were still
regularly attending church when in college.
The future of a nation lies in the strength
of its youth. With young Americans deserting
Christianity and church attendance in America in droves, the future does not look bright.
America is a nation that sometimes makes
a public show of honoring God. During the
national emergency brought on by the terror
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, church attendance
increased.
“When the 9/11 terrorist attacks happened,
‘God bless America’ signs were everywhere,
even on marquees on porn shops. Everyone
thought that surely God could be trusted to
come to our side in this war against terror . . .
[Some thought:] Think of the good America
has done around the world! Of course God is
on our side, and if He isn’t, He ought to be!”
(Lutzer, pp. 11-12).
Continued on page 30
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The Religious Roots
of America’s Founding Fathers
by Jerold Aust

Were the Founding Fathers of the United States believers in God and the
Bible? Were they religious and devout men who believed in and did their
best to follow Jesus Christ?

S

ome try to argue that America’s
Founding Fathers weren’t particularly religious men and certainly
weren’t Christian.
One writer states, “The early
presidents and patriots were generally
deists or Unitarians . . . rejecting the divinity of Jesus and the relevance of the Bible”
(Steven Morris, “America’s Unchristian
Beginnings,” The Los Angeles Times, Aug.
3, 1995).
Another author argues, “Most of our
other patriarchs were at best deists, [not]
believing in . . . the God of the Old and
New Testaments” (Michael Macdonald,
“Founding Fathers Weren’t Devout,” The
Charlotte Observer, Jan. 15, 1993).
Even one notable historian claims
that “the Founding Fathers were at most
deists”—men who did not believe in divine
revelation or that God was active in His
creation (Gordon Wood, “The Radical Revolution: An Interview With Gordon Wood,”
interview by Fredric Smoler, American
Heritage, December 1992, p. 52).
But what is the truth of the matter?
A large part of the problem is that American children are no longer taught about
the religious faith of the nation’s Founding Fathers, as was common at one time.
An 1848 textbook, in use for decades, was
titled Signers of the Declaration of Independence. It included a biography of each of
the signers of the 1776 document declaring
separation from Britain (celebrated annually
on July 4), openly discussing the Christian
beliefs and faith of many of them.
Many readers have probably seen John
Trumbull’s famous painting of the presentation of the Declaration of Independence
to Congress, which is in the U.S. Capitol
rotunda and appears on the U.S. twodollar bill. While space doesn’t allow us
to describe the beliefs of all 56 signers (at
8
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least 50 of whom were Christian), we’ll
take a look at a sampling of them—some
well known, others not so recognizable.
When we consider the backgrounds of
these men, the truth of the religious roots
of America’s Founding Fathers becomes
obvious.
John Witherspoon
“John Witherspoon . . . was an ordained
minister of the Gospel,
published several books
of Gospel sermons, and
played major roles in two
American editions of the
John
Bible, including one from
Witherspoon
1791 that is considered
America’s first family Bible” (David
Barton, A Spiritual Heritage Tour of the
United States Capitol, 2000, p. 23).

delphia. Dr. Rush “pointed out that with
a Bible, every individual
could discover how to have
a personal relationship with
God through Jesus Christ;
second, he argued that if
every individual owned a
Benjamin
Rush
Bible—and would study
and obey it—that all of our social problems, including crime, slavery, etc., would
diminish” (p. 26).
Charles Carroll
Charles Carroll died in 1832 at the age
of 95, the last of the 56 signers. On his
89th birthday he declared,
“On the mercy of my
Redeemer I rely for salvation, and on His merits; not
on the works I have done in
obedience to His precepts”
Charles
Carroll
(p. 24). Carroll also personally funded a Christian house of worship.

Richard Stockton
Captured by the British and later
released, a dying Richard Stockton penned
Charles Thomson
his last will and testament to
his children, which became
“Charles Thomson was the Secretary
a living testimony to his
of Congress, and he and John Hancock
faith in God.
were the only two to sign
He extolled the greatness
the first draft of the Decof
God and His divinity
Richard
laration of Independence.
Stockton
and the completeness of the
Charles Thomson is another
Founder responsible for an redemption purchased by Jesus Christ. He
encouraged his children to a habitual virAmerican edition of the
Charles
tuous life, living by faith. He charged his
Thomson Bible. That Bible—called
Thomson’s Bible—was the first translation children to exhibit the fear of God, which
he viewed as the beginning of wisdom, and
of the Greek Septuagint into English. It
that “all occasions of vice and immorality
took Charles Thomson twenty-five years
to complete his translation, but even today is injurious either immediately or consequentially—even in this life” (p. 28).
that work is still considered one of the
more scholarly American translations of
Francis Hopkinson
the Bible” (p. 24).
Francis Hopkinson was
Benjamin Rush
a church music director, a
Many Founding Fathers rated Benjamin choir leader and editor of
one of the first hymnals
Rush alongside George Washington and
printed in America. He set
Ben Franklin. He started America’s first
Francis
all 150 psalms to music.
Bible society, the Bible Society of PhilaHopkinson

Paintings courtesy of the Architect of the Capitol

This famous painting in the rotunda of the U.S. Capitol building depicts the presentation of the draft of the Declaration of Independence to Congress on June
28, 1776, before its signing several days later. The painting shows many of the 56 signers of the Declaration—at least 50 of whom professed Christianity.

John Hancock
John Hancock, whose large signature on
the Declaration of Independence is now a
byword for fidelity, loyalty, courage and
commitment, served as a president of Congress during the Revolution and later as
governor of Massachusetts.
As governor, on October
15, 1791, Hancock issued a
proclamation for prayer, asking especially “that universal
happiness may be established
John
in the world; [and] that all
Hancock
may bow to the scepter of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and the whole earth be filled with
His glory” (p. 30). Hancock issued other
evangelical proclamations to honor God.

Adams often repeated such requests, as
in 1797, which asked that
the people pray for “speedily bringing on that holy
and happy period when the
kingdom of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ may be
Samuel
Adams
everywhere established, and
all the people willingly bow to the sceptre
of Him who is the Prince of Peace” (pp.
31-32).

which you preside in His holy protection,
that He would incline the hearts of the citizens to cultivate a spirit of subordination
and obedience to government, to entertain
a brotherly affection and
a love for one another, for
their fellow citizens of
the United States at large,
and particularly for their
George
brethren who have served
Washington
in the field, and finally, that
He would most graciously be pleased to
George Washington
dispose us all to do justice, to love mercy,
George Washington, though not a signer and to demean ourselves with that character,
of the Declaration of Independence, was
humility, and [peaceful] temper of the mind
military commander-in-chief during the
which were the characteristics of the Divine
Revolutionary War.
Author of our blessed religion, without an
When Great Britain signed the peace
humble imitation of whose example in these
Samuel Adams
treaty ending the Revolutionary War, Gen- things, we can never hope to be a happy
eral Washington immediately resigned his nation” (p. 35).
Samuel Adams has been called “the
commission to return to private life. He
Father of the American Revolution.” As
We could cite and show numerous other
governor of Massachusetts, he also issued then sent a letter to the governors of the
examples that could fill many pages of this
strong proclamations, one of which closed 13 states informing them of his resignation, magazine. Suffice it to say that the more
closing with a prayer for the States and
with a request to pray “that the peaceful
one studies into the origins of the foundand glorious reign of our Divine Redeemer governors:
ing of the United States of America, the
“I now make it my earnest prayer that
may be known and enjoyed throughout the
more one learns of the nation’s true biblical
God would have you and the State over
whole family of mankind” (p. 31).
roots! GN
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The Good News magazine and Beyond Today television are sponsoring Bible seminars around the world!

We welcome you to attend this important live event!

From Today’s World to the Coming Kingdom of God!
September 10, 2011 • kogbibleseminars.org

Y

An earlier seminar at our San Antonio location

ou’re warmly invited to attend the Kingdom of God Bible Seminars in a city near you on Saturday, Sept. 10, 2011. Seminars
will be held simultaneously in more than 100 locations across
the United States and in countries around the world!
Discover the surprising truth about Christ’s message of the coming Kingdom of God!
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Find out vital information on how you can enter the Kingdom of God
and develop a deeper, more meaningful relationship with your Heavenly
Father. Learn why Jesus Christ’s message holds the key to human survival. Discover things in your Bible that you never knew were there!
Why should you attend? You need to know
why the Kingdom of God was the central
focus of Jesus Christ’s ministry—though
His teaching about that Kingdom is largely
unfamiliar to many and not taught in most
churches today!
By attending the Kingdom of God Bible
Seminars you will discover what the Kingdom means to your own personal salvation
and why its message is actually critical to
human survival.
The seminars will also help you understand the key signs Jesus gave His disciples
about His return and how the Kingdom of
God will soon be established on earth.
By attending the seminars you will discover

Plan now to join hundreds of others at
the Kingdom of God Bible Seminars on
September 10, 2011, in a city near you. You
will not be asked to join any church and
there will be no solicitations for money.
not only how you can enter the Kingdom of
God, but vital ways you can develop a deeper,
more meaningful relationship with your
loving Creator than ever before.
Finally, you will learn important ways
to enjoy a positive, happy life
even in the midst of the problems and challenges facing
you and your family.

Go online now for additional information and to reserve
your free spot for the Kingdom of God Bible Seminars.
Visit: kogbibleseminars.org
See the list of participating cities with times and locations. If you do not have online access at home, please
visit your local library and register online.

Kingdom of God Bible Seminars • Saturday, September 10, 2011 • kogbibleseminars.org
July/August 2011
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I

srael is a tiny nation besieged by serious problems
on every side. Recently U.S. President Barack
Obama called for this very small country to return
to its pre-1967 borders (which, in actuality, were
cease-fire lines from the 1948 war). Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu immediately responded by saying that these borders were indefensible. In The Wall
Street Journal, Bret Stephen’s Global View column
stated that “the President’s peace proposal is a formula for war” (“An Anti-Israel President,” May 24).
Withdrawal to the 1967 borders would most likely
precipitate another war, with Israel once again fighting for its very survival. As Israeli author Avi Perry
explained in an opinion piece in The Jerusalem Post:
“The Palestinians have been unwilling to end
the conflict. Had they been interested in a peaceful
two-state solution, they would have abandoned their
demand for the right of return; they would have agreed
to settle the refugee problem within the confines of an
independent, occupation-free Palestinian state. They
would have stopped educating their children to hate.
They would have ceased naming public squares after
terrorists; they would not have fired anti-tank missiles
on Israeli school busses, rockets and mortar on civilians, or (even) on the Israeli military; they would have
worked tirelessly to gain Israel’s trust. But they’ve
done nothing of the sort” (“Was Netanyahu Right to
Rebuff Obama?” June 1, 2011).
From its beginning as a modern state in 1948,
Israel has nearly always been able to count on American support. Now, however, “America’s mighty proIsrael lobby may be less durable than it looks . . .
More to the point, most Jews vote Democratic, and
will probably continue to do so no matter what they
think of the President’s attitude toward Israel” (“Lexington Column,” The Economist, May 28, 2011).
President Obama’s statements amount to a partial undoing of U.S. policy in the Middle East. But
the dangerous potential of a gradual dwindling of
America’s favorable inclination toward the state of
Israel is far from the tiny nation’s only problem with
the outside world.
Israel’s peace treaty with Egypt has been a big
help in buttressing Israel’s security for more than
30 years. We should all take notice of a Financial
Times article telling us that “the Muslim Brotherhood

How the EU wastes billions

A

Sunday Times feature article summed up the
basic problem in one sentence: “Britain is pouring more than £1.4 billion [US$2.3 billion] a year into
the European Union Aid Programme that funds ‘white
elephant’ projects and gives billions to corrupt governments without checking how the money is spent”
(Bojan Pancevski and Dan McDougall, “Euro Billions
Wasted on African Failures,” April 17, 2011).
Bizarrely, according to The Daily Express, millions
of pounds have apparently been spent on a plot to
“carve up” Britain by forming a cross-channel region
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opposition group in Egypt has called for a review of
the 1978 treaty between Egypt and Israel, and says
it should be resubmitted to a ‘freely elected’ parliament for approval” (Heba Saveh, “Cairo Urged to
Review Peace Deal With Israel,” May 6, 2011).
The so-called “Arab Spring,” hailed by most as a
progressive and positive development, is not working
out for Israel, since it has unleashed virulent antiSemitism in some Arab countries.
Remember that the Palestinian Authority has
brought Hamas (a terrorist organization committed to
the destruction of Israel) into its government. Recall
also that Hezbollah, another terrorist organization,
largely calls the shots in Lebanon. Add to these the
specter of Iran manufacturing nuclear weapons that
could easily reach Israel. Overshadowing all these
pressures is the stark possibility of a United Nations
vote unilaterally granting Palestinians statehood.
Balancing this negative picture somewhat is the

The “Arab Spring,” hailed by most as a
progressive and positive development,
is not working out for Israel, since it
has unleashed virulent anti-Semitism
in some Arab countries.
positive reception of Prime Minister Netanyahu’s
rousing speech to a joint session of the American
Congress. This will help Israel’s cause. Even House
Democrat Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi appeared to
disagree with President Obama’s insistence on Israel
returning to its 1967 borders. There is no question
that Netanyahu won over the vast majority of the U.S.
Congress.
Why is this tiny Middle Eastern country so important? Mainly this: The establishment of a Jewish
state in the Holy Land marks a major fulfillment in
God’s framework for end-time prophecy. Among
other important developments, it sets the stage for
the second coming of Jesus Christ. To understand
further, request or download our free booklets The
Middle East in Bible Prophecy and Are We Living in the
Time of the End? (Sources: The Economist, Financial
Times [both London], The Wall Street Journal.)
merging southern England and northern France. It
would have been called Arc Manche, with its own
flag. “Brussels chiefs have already earmarked millions of pounds for lavish projects designed to give
the zone its own ‘identity’” (Macer Hall, May 2,
2011).
This political editor concluded his article: “Details
emerged just days after Eurocrats pleaded for more
taxpayers’ cash for Brussels coffers. Under a proposed new EU budget, Britain’s annual contribution
to Brussels will rise by £682 million [US$1.1 billion]
next year.” (Sources: The Sunday Times, The Daily
Express [both London].)

The euro crisis—an
unrealized opportunity
for the European Union

T

he bailout crisis continues unabated as
Greece, Portugal and Ireland (and perhaps less so Spain and Italy) experience serious financial difficulties. As of this writing,
debt default threatens Greece once again.
Most if not all of these countries are falling
short of their financial targets.
As a result, strains on the euro currency
remain very apparent in the markets as
Europe strives to walk through this monetary
morass, hoping that the European Union and
the euro will survive fully intact.
And yet the primary goal of the EU has
remained unchanged throughout these
financial trials. London Times columnist Anatole Kaletsky wrote an article appropriately
titled “A Eurostate or Bust—the Big Brussels Gamble” (May 11, 2011). Its compelling
drophead declares, “The bailouts don’t work,
but they do allow the EU to build up centralized power at the expense of nation states”
(emphasis added).
As Kaletsky further observed, “Progression from the euro to full federalism is exactly
on schedule”—meaning, for many, a United
States of Europe. Based on the Bible, The

Feeding Berlin’s poor in 1931.

Coalition of German nationalists in 1931.

Good News has long predicted that a powerful centralized European power will eventually emerge, whether the EU would be its
predecessor or not. Hitler emerged out of a
very serious economic crisis in Germany. Yet
it seems that Brussels could well provide a
useful infrastructure for a future European
dictatorship.
To understand the overall direction in which
events in Europe will be taking us, ask for
our free booklets You Can Understand Bible
Prophecy and Are We Living in the Time of the
End? (Source: The Times [London].)

Photos, from left: Wikimedia (2), Photospin

Pressures on Israel intensify

Famine stalks the earth

F

rom time to time, experts in many different fields
and disciplines issue urgent warnings of famines to
come. In fact, hunger remains a disturbing fact of life
on more than one of our planet’s continents. Yet the
general public often views such serious problems as
even less important than the latest sports scores and
soon-forgotten news in yesterday’s newspapers.
Not enough people give much serious thought
to the problems of global food supplies, their fastincreasing costs and meeting the challenges of our
burgeoning population growth—that is, unless these
difficulties affect them personally.
Yet the facts seem to indicate that we are indeed
living in the shadow of a global famine. It’s not here
yet, but there are some ominous signs that its coming
could be inevitable.
Time magazine reported: “In a new study the
London-based charity Oxfam says ‘the international
community is sleepwalking’ toward humanitarian
catastrophe, as rising food prices threaten to cause
a whole range of demographic and social crises. The
report, Growing a Better Future, says prices for basic
staples may rise 120% to 180% of their current
levels by 2030, partly as a result of climate change
but also because of poor distribution and unfettered

Not enough people give much serious
thought to the problems of global food
supplies, their increasing costs and
meeting the challenges of our burgeoning population growth.
speculation in commodity markets” (“World Faces
Epic Food Crisis,” June 13, 2011).
The May-June edition of Foreign Policy devoted
much of the entire issue to this hungry planet. The
editor, Susan Glasser, stated that the cover article,
“‘The New Geopolitics of Food,’ describes a future
of food defined by scarcity, where a world bursting
with 9 billion people faces land grabs and political
upheaval.’” She notes “the 219,000 additional people
the world must feed each night at the global dinner
table” and “the massive amounts of grain the United
States and other countries are now turning into fuel
[ethanol] to feed our energy addiction” (“Letter From
the Editor”). She also points out that an increase of 70
percent in food production is projected to be required
by 2050.
So-called experts are always suggesting solutions
to world dilemmas. Governments try to solve them

and end up making matters worse. Sadly, no one
seems to ask what our Creator says about them. The
Bible is usually the last port of call, if God’s Word is
consulted at all, as we seek in vain to understand and
solve the massive challenges that confront us.
Jesus Christ clearly stated of the time shortly
before His return, “There shall be famines” (Matthew 24:7). Yes, we have experienced them in various places for the last nearly 2,000 years. More than

one hit Jerusalem before the first century came to
an end.
Yet back in the Old Testament, both Leviticus 26
and Deuteronomy 28 (the “blessings and curses”
chapters of Scripture) foretold that serious famines
would visit the descendants of the 12 tribes of Israel
in modern times (see our free booklet The United
States and Britain in Bible Prophecy).
Moreover, the third of the infamous “four horsemen of the Apocalypse” represents the granddaddy
of all famines (Revelation 6:5-6). The last famine to
afflict the earth will occur at the time of the end. We
could well soon see its beginning stages, unless science very soon comes up with a modern “miracle” of
increasing food like the Green Revolution of the latter
half of the past century. Famine is an integral part of
the picture for the end time, in which conditions will
get so bad that were it not for Christ’s intervention to
stop events of those future days from running their
course, all human life would perish from the earth
(Matthew 24:21-22).
Food supply issues are no problem for Jesus
Christ. More than once He miraculously multiplied
several loaves of bread and a few fish into an abundance of food sufficient to feed thousands, with generous leftovers. God miraculously fed the prophet Elijah during a serious famine in ancient Israel. It comes
down to our moral behavior gone awry that constitutes the basic problem. When we seek God first in
our lives, He will take care of our material needs (see
Matthew 6:33).
To better understand the dilemmas mankind now
faces and where we are ultimately headed, request
or download our free booklet Are We Living in the
Time of the End? (Sources: Time, Foreign Policy.)

America’s famous
optimism sorely tested

T

he May 2011 edition of The American Spectator asked this question of nine insightful
observers: “Is America in Decline?” Only two
responded with an unqualified yes. The majority
felt that the United States would pull through its
well-known present difficulties and maintain its
standing as the world’s preeminent nation.
The publisher, Alfred Regnery, summed up the
general feelings: “There is no question that we
have had our share of problems, and still do. But
the good news is, we have always been able to
recover and re-emerge to the exceptional place
that the world expects us to be . . . Americans are
the most resourceful people in the world.”
But Mr. Regnery did acknowledge “the wet
blanket of suffocating government” as a very
serious challenge. As a precondition to recovery, some of the nine respondents wanted a
change of national administration in 2012.
A recent Newsweek report about America’s
condition gives one pause for thought. “Three
out of four people believe the economy is
stagnant or getting worse. One in three are
uneasy about getting married, starting a family, or being able to buy a home. Most say their
relationships have been damaged by economic
woes, or, perhaps more accurately, the dread
and nervousness that accompanies them”
(Tony Dokoupil, “Mad as Hell,” June 6, 2011).
In fact, the most serious challenge to America’s national well-being continues to be an
increasing failure to read and live by the Word
of God as revealed in Scripture. A recent survey published in the May 24, 2011, edition of
USA Today showed that nearly half of Americans rarely even open a Bible.
In addition to our regular magazine, the publishers of The Good News also offer a variety of
free booklets, including one titled Making Life
Work. With the Bible as its basis, this publication covers marriage and family life, workable
child-rearing tips, right friendships, finding
success in job and career, financial security
and keys to a long, peaceful and healthy life.
This booklet, if followed, will help most anyone
to get back on the right track materially and
spiritually. (Sources: The American Spectator,
Newsweek, USA Today.)

How Can You Make Sense of the News?

So much is happening in the world, and so quickly. Where are today’s dramatic and dangerous trends taking us?
What does Bible prophecy reveal about our future? You’re probably very concerned with the direction the world is
heading. So are we. That’s why we’ve created the World News and Prophecy website—to help you understand the
news in the light of Bible prophecy. This eye-opening site offers you a perspective so badly needed in our chaotic
and confused world—the perspective of God’s Word, the Bible. Visit us at www.WNPonline.org today!
Learn more at www.WNPonline.org
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Biblical Reflections on the Royal Wedding
On April 29, 2 billion people around the globe watched the wedding of
Britain’s Prince William and Kate Middleton. Why are so many people fascinated with the British royal family, and what is the biblical significance
of this historic event?

T

he throne is secure.
That was the conclusion that
I, a British native now living in the
United States, came to while standing in London’s Trafalgar Square on
the day of the royal wedding, April 29, 2011.
Looking around at the thousands of people who filled the square, I was struck by
how they were disproportionately young
people. They were not all British. There
was a significant Canadian and South African presence in the square, their national
flags flying prominently (their respective
high commissions are located there). I also
heard a number of European languages
being spoken around me.
When the Queen appeared on the giant
television screen we were all watching, a
great cheer went up. Earlier, similar cheers
had risen for the bride, Kate Middleton,
and her groom, Prince William. (In contrast, no such cheer arose at the sight of
any of the country’s politicians!)
I had not heard the British national
anthem “God Save the Queen” sung in
public for many years, but on this occasion
I heard it sung with great fervor.
What is it, I pondered, that makes the
British monarchy so resilient? The current
dynasty will soon be celebrating its tercentenary—300 years on the throne.
When Queen Anne died in 1714 without any surviving children (she had given
birth to many children, all of whom died
young), the British searched diligently for
the closest relative and found one in the
Elector of Hanover, who became George
I. The name was changed to Saxe-Coburg
when Queen Victoria married Prince
Albert; and changed again to an Englishsounding name, Windsor, during World
War I, when the British Empire was in
conflict with Germany.
The last major royal tercentenary was
in 1913, when the Russian royal family
14
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celebrated theirs. Wherever they went,
crowds turned out in the tens of thousands
to rejoice in three centuries of stability
under the Romanov dynasty. Lenin wrote
to his wife that there was no prospect of a
revolution in his lifetime.
But just four years later the Romanovs
were gone, the victims of a revolution that
eventually led to Lenin taking over and those
in the royal family all losing their lives.

beliefs. This ability to stay out of and above
politics is a major contributory factor to the
longevity of the House of Windsor.
But it goes deeper than that.
The Queen is highly respected and
deeply appreciated by peoples throughout
the Commonwealth and beyond, even in
a republic like the United States, where
millions got up early on the wedding day
to watch the ceremony live on a number of
different television channels.

Cheers for the Queen and not for politicians?
A lot of it has to do with perceptions.
Whereas the Queen is famous for her
dedication to duty, serving the people in a
role from which there is no break, the politicians are perceived as largely self-serving!
A few days before the royal wedding, I
An example of devotion to duty
was in South Africa, where I was reminded
Could we see a time when the House of by an old friend that the royal family toured
Windsor no longer reigns?
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia in
An interesting statistic on the wedding
1947 as a thank-you for their contributions
is that while there were 5,400 street parties to the Allied war effort in World War II.
across the country celebrating the wedWhile in Cape Town, then-Princess Elizding, there were only four anti-monarchy
abeth had her 21st birthday on April 21.
street parties—not much for the Windsors She spoke these words on that occasion:
to worry about!
“I declare before you all that my whole
Some commentators were critical of the
life, whether it be long or short, shall be
cost, but even here there’s no argument. The devoted to your service and the service of
Queen, who doesn’t even make the annual
our great imperial family to which we all
Sunday Times list of the top 500 wealthibelong.” She added: “God help me to make
est people in Britain, paid for the wedding
good my vow, and God bless all of you
itself. The British government paid for secu- who are willing to share in it.”
rity—quite an expense, but easily offset by
To the best of her ability she has lived up
all the millions that were spent by tourists.
to this pledge throughout her life, which
Most people visit Britain for its tradihas turned out to be a long one.
tions and history, both of which are bound
She certainly could be faulted for preup in the monarchy. Remove the Queen
siding over the dismantling of the British
and there wouldn’t be anywhere near the
Empire, weakening its various component
number of visitors.
parts—though in the aftermath of the long
Why, though, were so many young
and draining Second World War it’s hard to
people there? And why the cheers for an
see how it could’ve turned out otherwise.
85-year-old woman who could have retired She could also be faulted for signing the
years ago? Instead Queen Elizabeth II
bill that took Britain into the European
remains the head of state of 16 countries
Union 40 years ago, an act that has compro(the Commonwealth Realms) and is head
mised her and her nation’s sovereignty. But
of the 54-nation Commonwealth, an
nobody can fault her for a lack of service.
organization of former British colonies.
It’s ironic that although she is a supreme An example of service to others
Some years ago, I was watching a Canapolitical figure and one of the best-known
dian news channel. The Queen had opened
in the world, after 60 years on the throne
nobody knows anything about her political parliament in London in the morning and
Visit us at www.GNmagazine.org
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Prince WIlliam and his bride Catherine, accompanied by Queen Elizabeth II at right, greet well-wishers from the balcony of Buckingham Palace after their
April 29 wedding at Westminster Abbey in London. At right, hundreds of British flags were hung in London’s Regent Street to celebrate the wedding.

had then flown to Regina, Saskatchewan,
where she disembarked and met a long
line of dignitaries before being driven off
for other engagements. Her day was a very
long 31 hours. For a woman who was then
80, that was quite remarkable.
There’s a profound lesson of public
service here for all Christians, a lesson
that Jesus Christ taught us two millennia
ago. Commenting on the constant power
struggles and abuses of authority that were
common in the Roman world, Jesus told
His followers to be different: “Whoever
wants to become great among you must be
your servant, and whoever wants to be first
must be your slave—just as the Son of Man
did not come to be served, but to serve, and
to give his life as a ransom for many” (Matthew 20:26-28, New International Version).
Christ-like service, fulfilling our duty
to our fellow human beings, should be a
priority in our lives.
Prince William seems to be following in
his grandmother’s footsteps, with a great
sense of duty toward his future subjects. He
actually works as a search-and-rescue pilot
in the Royal Air Force. And concerning the
broader British realm, whereas his father
Prince Charles, next in line to the throne,
seems disinterested in the Commonwealth,
William visited Australia and New Zealand
some months ago, returning to Australia
immediately before his wedding to visit
areas devastated by the recent floods.

He has also shown a great deal of interest in Africa, working with people in very
difficult circumstances, including AIDS
orphans. William and Kate’s first overseas
visit will be to Canada, the oldest dominion
of the Commonwealth.
A taxi driver in London talked effusively
the afternoon before the wedding as he
drove me into London. A Kenyan Muslim,
married to a Somali, he was clearly excited
about the wedding and wanted me to know
of the historic connections between his
native country and the British royal family.
It was while visiting Kenya, he explained,
then a colony of Great Britain, that Princess
Elizabeth learned her father had died and
she had become queen. It is also where
Prince William proposed to his future bride.
He continued to lament the ethnic divisions
in Kenya, which exploded in appalling
violence after the last election, and then
criticized African leaders for corruption.
Having lived in Africa myself, I agreed
that there is a great deal of corruption in
some countries. His response was a quite
voluble, “All of them—they are all corrupt!”
Clearly, here was a man nostalgic for preindependence Kenya! When one considers
the economic decline in many of the countries that broke away from Britain, one must
wonder how many others share his views.
Family and stability
The world has many systems of govern-

ment, many of them very complex and
difficult for the ordinary person to understand. Monarchy has an advantage in that
it all comes down to family. In this case,
one family has reigned for three centuries, providing a foundation of stability
unrivalled in the modern world. It’s all the
more remarkable when we consider how
much the world has changed over the last
300 years!
Growing up in a monarchy, everybody
knows who the most prominent members
of the royal family are and what their
relationships are to each other.
In an age where family is constantly
under attack and has been greatly undermined in recent years, people long for
closer family ties. After the marital debacle
of William’s parents, there is a strong
desire to see this marriage work—a union
that all hope will produce children and
hence continue the dynasty into the foreseeable future. In an age of global instability, people long for the extended stability
of a 300-year-old dynasty.
Perhaps also there was among the crowd
a nostalgia for the traditional family, which
seems so elusive for the majority today.
The decline of the family in Britain and
elsewhere has paralleled the decline in religious belief. That decline was quite obvious among those invited to the wedding.
Commentators remarked at how many of
the attendees were clearly unfamiliar with
July/August 2011
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the hymns and uncomfortable in a church
setting—perhaps attending a church service
for the first time!
Ironically, at the same time the wedding
was taking place, Westminster Abbey was
hosting an exhibit commemorating the
400th anniversary of the King James Bible,
the most influential book in British history.
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Whereas many countries have their own
monarchies, none has the influence of the
British throne around the world. The world
seems particularly interested in the British
monarchy, which has a high profile globally and certainly raises Britain’s stature in
the eyes of the world. With satellite television it has an even greater profile, highlighting the prominence of the throne just
Royal splendor is a precursor of a
before Jesus Christ returns to sit on it.
greater future wedding and reign
Some will find this hard to accept, claimWhile one quarter of the world’s people ing that the throne of David ended with
watched the wedding on television—an
the death of his descendant King Zedekiah
estimated audience of 2 billion—few
more than 2,500 years ago. But if the
understand that the splendor displayed on throne of David came to an end with the
April 29 is nothing compared to a future
fall of Judah and the death of its king, how
wedding described in the Scriptures.
can Jesus Christ return to take over this
The central focus of Bible prophecy is
throne as prophesied above in Isaiah 9:7?
the soon-coming Kingdom of God. This
Genesis 49:10 further tells us that “the
Kingdom will be established on earth when scepter [a symbol of royal authority] shall
Jesus Christ returns as “King of kings and not depart from Judah . . . until Shiloh [a
Lord of lords” (Revelation 19:16). At
reference to the Messiah] comes.”
that time, there will be a grand wedding
The throne was to play an extremely
feast, when Christ will marry His spiritual important role in the fulfillment of the
Bride, the Church, made up of His true
blessings promised to Judah’s brother
followers. “Let us be glad and rejoice and Joseph and his two sons.
give Him glory, for the marriage of the
Joseph’s son Ephraim was to “become
Lamb has come, and His wife has made
a multitude of nations” (Genesis 48:19),
herself ready” (verse 7).
the prophesied British Empire, united in
The prophet Isaiah wrote of this time,
a common loyalty to the throne. Joseph’s
mentioning that Christ would sit on the
other son Manasseh was to similarly
throne of Israel’s King David: “For unto
“become a people, and he also shall be
us a Child is born, unto us a son is given;
great”—a prophecy fulfilled in the United
and the government will be upon His
States of America, a nation that was
shoulder. And His name will be called
formed out of the British Empire but
Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty God, Ever- was separate from it, though America
lasting Father, Prince of Peace. Of the
and Britain have remained fast friends
increase of His government and peace there and allies.
will be no end, upon the throne of David
Yes, the British throne is secure. It has
and over His Kingdom” (Isaiah 9:6-7).
been there for generations and must exist in
Interestingly, the prophet Jeremiah later the generation that sees the return of Jesus
wrote, “For thus says the Lord: ‘David
Christ! GN
shall never lack a man to sit on the throne
of the house of Israel’” (Jeremiah 33:17), a
To Learn More...
promise seemingly not kept if the dynasty
The story of Britain’s ascent
of David ended nearly 600 years before
from a small island nation to
Christ, as many assume.
leader of a world empire is
remarkable—and even more
Ezekiel prophesied that the throne would
so when we understand that
be “overturned” three times: “I will overit was all foretold centuries
turn, overturn, overturn it” (Ezekiel 21:27,
ago in the pages of the Bible!
You need to understand the
King James Version). This phraseology
amazing story as revealed in
implied that the throne would be pulled
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The Life Cycles of Empires:

Lessons for America Today?

by Eric Snow

Perceptive historians recognize that great powers go through a cycle of
growth, stability, maturity and decline. Where is America in this cycle?
Will we learn from the lessons of history?
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T

he German philosopher Hegel
(1770-1831) knew that just
because men and women learned
about the past, that didn’t mean
they’d make better decisions about
the future. He once cynically commented,
“What experience and history teach us is
this—that people and governments never
have learned anything from history, or acted
on principles deduced from it.”
For years after the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991, America seemingly towered
over the world as a great giant—economically, culturally and militarily. But now for
nearly a decade since the terrorist attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, its armed services have
clashed with the forces of Islamic extremism and terrorism in Afghanistan, Iraq and
elsewhere in the world.
If that weren’t bad enough, the worldwide
economic crisis has laid the country low
with high unemployment, an immense federal government deficit, rising inflation and
depressed home values. Other challenges
loom ahead, flowing from the European
Union’s growing political and economic
integration, Russia’s increased strength and
assertiveness, and China’s rapid economic,

industrial and military growth.
Will America follow the path of past empires?
Clearly America’s present lone-superpower
status is being increasingly challenged. Could
it be lost completely? While it clings to a general preeminence right now, could America
still decline and fall?
Didn’t that happen to other great empires
in the past, such as those of Britain, Spain,
Rome, Persia, Babylon and Egypt? Is America’ s future more secure than theirs was?
Sir John Bagot Glubb (1897-1987), a
highly honored British general and historian
better known as Glubb Pasha, wrote about
the collapsed empires of the past. In his 1978
book The Fate of Empires and the Search
for Survival, he described a common pattern
fitting the history of some fallen empires.
They went through a cycle of stages as they
started, expanded, matured, declined and
collapsed.
Does the pattern apply to America today?
Has the United States entered this cycle’s
ending stages? If so, shouldn’t Americans
critically examine the current state of their
culture to see what could be done to prevent
the same grim fate?

By knowing history better, we can better project our likely national futures. As
the great British Prime Minister and noted
historian Winston Churchill observed, “The
farther backward you can look, the farther
forward you are likely to see.”
Seven steps in the life cycles of great powers
Glubb Pasha learned that different empires
had similar cultural changes while experiencing a life cycle in a series of stages that
could overlap. He generalized about empires
having seven stages of development, identifying these successive ages as follows:
1. The age of outburst (or pioneers).
2. The age of conquests.
3. The age of commerce.
4. The age of affluence.
5. The age of intellect.
6. The age of decadence.
7. The age of decline and collapse.
Each stage helps progression to the next
as the values of the people change over time.
Military, political, economic and religious
developments all influence an empire’s people to act and believe differently over time.
Let’s look at these stages in more detail.
The rise of empires
In the first two stages or ages, the warrior’s adventuresome and manly values drive
an empire to gain power as it conquers land
from others.
Later on, during the following ages of
July/August 2011
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2. The Age of Conquests

3. The Age of Commerce

4. The Age of Affluence

5. The Age of Intellect

6. The Age of Decadence

7. The Age of Decline and Collapse
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Sowing the seeds of decline
During the age of intellect, schools may
produce skeptical intellectuals who oppose
the values and religious beliefs of their
empires’ early leaders. For example, the
medieval Muslim philosophers Avicenna
and Averroes, by accepting much of ancient
Greek philosophy, weren’t orthodox in belief.
Scholars also might manage schools that
teach the ruling class and/or some of the
average people subjects that are either mainly
oriented towards financial success or are
simply impractical. For example, in the early
Roman Republic, students received a basic
education that stressed character development
and virtue. But in the later Roman Empire,
teachers taught rhetoric (the art of speaking)
when emotionally persuading assemblies was
no longer of political or practical value.
The corrosive effects of material success
encourage the upper class and the common people to discard the self-confident,
self-disciplined values that helped to create
the empire. Then the empire eventually collapses. Perhaps an outside power, such as the
so-called barbarians in Rome’s case, wipes
it out. Or maybe an energetic internal force,
such as the pro-capitalist reformers in the

Soviet Union, finishes the job instead.
The growth of wealth and comfort clearly
can undermine the values of character, such
as self-sacrifice and discipline, that led to
a given empire’s creation. Then the empire
so affected by moral decline grows weaker
and more vulnerable to destruction by forces
arising inside or outside of it.
Not surprisingly, God in the Bible specifically warned the ancient Israelites against
departing from worshipping Him once they
became materially satisfied after entering
the Promised Land (Deuteronomy 8:11-20;
31:20). He understood this human tendency.
A society is known by its heroes
Has the United States entered the latter phases of the empire life cycle? True,
it’s only been independent from Britain for
somewhat over two centuries. It’s a young
country compared to those of Europe or Asia.
But does America today have the same values
or cultural developments that past empires
such as Rome had before they fell?
For example, who are the nation’s heroes?
What does a people’s choice of heroes tell
us about the people themselves? Today in
America the people generally admired above
all (and perpetually gossiped about) are
celebrities such as sports stars, singers, actors
and musicians.
As Glubb explains, the heroes of an
empire’s people change over time as their
values do. Soldiers, builders, pioneers and
explorers are admired in the initial stages of
the empire life cycle. Then successful businessmen and entrepreneurs are esteemed
during the ages of commerce and affluence.
For example, late 19th-century middleclass Americans wanted their children to
learn the values of prudence, saving and foresight as found in the stories of author Horatio
Alger, whose heroes lead exemplary lives
striving to succeed in the face of adversity
and poverty. Intellectuals are also increasingly respected during the age of intellect.
During the last stages of decadence and
decline, an empire’s people often think most
highly of and imitate athletes, musicians and
actors—despite how corrupt these celebrities’
private lives are.
Remarkably, according to Glubb Pasha,
in 10th-century Baghdad during the Muslim
Abbasid Empire’s decline, its writers complained about the singers of love songs having a bad influence on the young people! It
seems the old adage is true: The more things
change, the more they stay the same (or,
perhaps, become the same again).
Because people grow emotionally attached
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1. The Age of Outburst

commerce and affluence, businessmen and
merchants—who normally value material success and dislike taking unnecessary
risks—take over at the highest levels of society. Their societies downplay the values of
the soldier.
According to Glubb, they normally do this
not “from motives of conscience, but rather
because of the weakening of a sense of duty
in citizens, and the increase in selfishness,
manifested in the desire for wealth and ease.”
During these middle stages, empires stop
taking more land and start building walls
instead. They switch from the offensive to
the defensive. Historical examples include
the wall built near the Scottish border by the
Roman emperor Hadrian, the Great Wall
of China constructed to keep out intrusion
by certain nomadic groups, and even 20thcentury France’s Maginot Line, placed along
the German border.
Conquest and (later) business investment
promoted by the empire’s unity builds the
wealth that leads to the age of intellect. Even
the brutal Mongol Empire, by bringing most
of Asia under its rule, encouraged the caravan trade along Eurasia’s famed Silk Road.
During this fifth stage, the empire’s leaders
spent lots of money to establish educational
institutions resembling modern universities
and high schools.

to the music they love, they have a high
regard for its singers and want to emulate
them. Inevitably, popular music’s often spiritually rotten lyrical content—such as foul
language, blunt sexual references, glorifying immorality, and even Satanic allusions
at times—influences fans. Furthermore, the
immoral lifestyles of many musicians, often
including drug abuse and promiscuous sex,
also have an impact on society.
What are some key signs of decline?
What are some common features of an
empire’s culture in its declining period?
Glubb describes developments like these:
1. Rampant sexual immorality, an aversion to marriage in favor of “living together”
and an increased divorce rate all combine to
undermine family stability. This happened
among the upper class in the late Roman
Republic and early Empire. The first-century
writer Seneca once complained about Roman
upper-class women: “They divorce in order
to re-marry. They marry in order to divorce.”
The birthrate declines, and abortion and
infanticide both increase as family size is
deliberately limited. The historian W.H.
McNeill has referred to the “biological
suicide of the Roman upper classes” as one
reason for Rome’s decline. Homosexuality
becomes publicly acceptable and spreads,
as was the case among the ancient Greeks
before Rome conquered them.
2. Many foreign immigrants settle in the
empire’s capital and major cities. The mixture of ethnic groups in close proximity
in these cosmopolitan places inevitably
produces conflicts.
Because of their prominent locations
within the empire, their influence greatly
exceeds their percentage of the population.
Here diversity plainly leads to divisiveness.
We see this today in the growing conflict in European countries such as France
and the Netherlands, where large numbers
of immigrants are stoking violent cultural
clashes. German chancellor Angela Merkel
recently made headlines when she stated
that attempts to create a multicultural society
had “utterly failed” and immigrants must do
more to integrate into society.
3. Both irresponsible pleasure-seeking and
pessimism increase among the people and
their leaders. The spirit described in 1 Corinthians 15:32 spreads throughout society:
“Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die!”
As people cynically give up looking for
solutions to the problems of life and society,
they drop out of the system. They then turn
to mindless entertainment, to luxuries and

sexual activity, and to drugs or alcohol.
The astonishingly corrupt and lavish parties of the Roman Empire’s elite are a case in
point. The Emperor Nero, for instance, would
spend the modern equivalent of $500,000 for
just the flowers at some banquets.
4. The government provides extensive
welfare for the poor. In the case of the city of
Rome, which had perhaps 1.2 million people
around A.D. 170, government-provided
“bread and circuses” (food and entertainment) helped to keep the masses content.
About one half of its non-slave population
was on the dole at least part of the year.
True, helping the poor shows Christian
compassion (Mark 14:7). But such help
also can lead to laziness and dependency
(2 Thessalonians 3:10-12). Such problems
are especially likely when the poor believe
state-provided charity is a permanent right
or entitlement.
Is America on a downward cultural
and spiritual spiral?
Considering this list of indicators of an
empire’s cultural and moral decline, is it
reasonable to deny that the United States has
entered the stages of decadence and decline?
True, the tidal wave of social and cultural
decay unleashed by the 1960s in America
has ebbed some in recent years. The rates
of abortion, divorce, illegitimate births,
drug abuse, welfare dependency and violent
crime have either declined or gone up much
more slowly.
Furthermore, some indicators of decline
have good, not just bad, results. For
instance, some immigration is helpful. As
skilled, educated immigrants arrive, they
normally benefit America economically
while being a “brain drain” from Third
World countries. And, indeed, the United
States has historically embraced vast
numbers of immigrants.
Nevertheless, the present flood of immigrants, legal or illegal, equals in impact
the wave that arrived at America’s shores
around 1900. Today, they are far more apt to
be a divisive force. Why? Unlike a hundred
years ago, America’s intellectual elite overall has adopted multiculturalism (the promotion of immigrants maintaining their prior
distinct cultures) and has rejected assimilation (adopting the existing national culture)
as its ideal.
Today multiculturalism is the ideology
underlying a potentially ultimate political
Balkanization, wherein society is fragmented along ethnic and cultural lines. (For
evidence, see the liberal historian Arthur

Schlesinger’s 1991 book The Disuniting of
America). A lack of cultural unity inevitably
leads to conflict in a free society such as in
the United States.
Are we paying attention?
How should we react to the historical
insights of Sir John Glubb Pasha’s The Fate
of Empires and the Search for Survival as
they relate to America, Britain and other
related English-speaking nations?
As he notes in his examination of a number of previous empires, the processes of history often repeat themselves. We shouldn’t
believe that America will automatically
avoid the fate of other great empires that
declined and fell in the past.
God is ever so merciful, but His patience
in the face of our national sins is wearing
thin. He has given His true servants a mission to warn the nations of what is coming
(Ezekiel 33:1-9), and that is one of the purposes of this magazine. We want to help you
see how prophecies given long ago are now
shaping up before our eyes!
If modern nations repent, as the people
of the ancient Assyrian capital of Nineveh
did after the prophet Jonah delivered God’s
warning to them (as described in the book
of Jonah), they can avoid the dreadful punishments prophesied to come. But even if
only the few of us reading this article repent
before the time of tribulation arrives, God
will keep us in His care.
Many of God’s faithful followers will be
protected from the tribulation (Revelation
3:10). And, most importantly, Jesus promises
eternal life to all who truly believe, turn from
sin and persevere in their faithful obedience:
“He who endures to the end shall be saved”
(Matthew 24:13).
Since we know that the handwriting is on
the wall, what will we now choose to do? GN
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America and Britain Cut Defense:
What Does It Mean for the Future?
by John Ross Schroeder

China’s first stealth fighter jet, the Chengdu J-20, takes its first flight in January 2011. Chinese military
forces are making rapid technological advances in many areas of modern weaponry.

B

ritish naval power dominated the
world’s oceans during the 19th
century and the first few decades of
the 20th. Then the American colossus boldly stepped into the gap for
the balance of the 20th century. But just as
Britain’s dominance at sea rapidly declined
due to new fiscal realities after World War
II, so does American military power face a
new and dismal economic reality.
If wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and
military intervention in Libya and Yemen
weren’t enough, the United States faces
serious challenges from Chinese military
ambitions in the Pacific. Previously some
deemed this vast ocean as practically an
American lake. Yet recently a Chinese official suggested that China should control
the Pacific west of Hawaii.
China is also making rapid gains in
advanced military technology. Several years
ago it showed it could shoot down satellites
orbiting the earth. It has recently conducted
test flights of its first stealth fighter jet and is
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launching its first aircraft carrier this summer. It’s building new submarines capable
of launching nuclear missiles. China’s
advanced anti-ship missiles are a clear threat
to U.S. naval forces in the Pacific, including
aircraft carriers.
Why has the Republic of China found it
necessary to increase its missiles targeted
at Taiwan from 1,328 to 1,410, as recently
reported? What is the mentality at work
here? War with China may never happen,
but hostility clearly remains and even
increases.
Ironically, Americans are themselves
financing these threats through massive
imports of Chinese-made goods and staggering deficit spending made possible by
the Chinese buying American debt!

agonising over America’s ballooning debt,
the once sacrosanct defence budget, which
represents half of all discretionary federal
spending, is no longer off limits. Even
some Republicans . . . concede that defence
has to be ‘on the table’ if a serious assault
on trillion-dollar annual deficits is to be
launched” (“Threatening a Sacred Cow,”
Feb. 12, 2011).
In May, outgoing Defense Secretary Robert Gates issued a warning about coming
cuts. The Associated Press reported from
Washington, “In a parting shot by one of
the longest serving Pentagon chiefs, Robert
Gates on Tuesday warned that shrinking
defense budgets will mean a smaller military and a diminished American role in the
world” (“Gates: Big Cuts Will Shrink U.S.
Influence,” May 25, 2011).
Secretary Gates noted that “a smaller
military, no matter how superb, will be able
to go fewer places and be able to do fewer
things” (ibid.).
Severe cuts in U.S. military spending
will not make Chinese and Iranian challenges go away—not to mention the stillsimmering Iraqi conflict, the hot war in
Afghanistan, the uncertain Libyan dilemma
and our ongoing worries about Pakistan.

America and Britain reaching a crossroads
Financially both Britain and America
find themselves at a disturbing crossroads.
Throughout much of the 20th century
Britain was able to aid and abet American
efforts to face down the world-ruling ambitions of powerful dictators like Hitler, Stalin
and Tojo. More recently Anglo-American
joint efforts have concentrated on coping
with conflicts in Iraq, Afghanistan and
now Libya.
Repeatedly Britain has been the United
States’ strongest ally. However, recent
developments have called into question the
ability of the United Kingdom to continue
in that role indefinitely.
U.S. military spending under threat
The UK’s military cuts have been severe.
As these threats grow, what is happening Yet British Defence Secretary Dr. Liam
Fox notes that “it is easy to forget that
to the U.S. military?
Britain remains the world’s fifth biggest
The British newsmagazine The Econoeconomy, with the world’s fourth biggest
mist recently observed: “Amid all the
Visit us at www.GNmagazine.org
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Faced with exploding government debt, America will likely soon see massive defense cuts. Britain has already made severe cutbacks in military
spending. What is the inevitable long-term outcome?

The aircraft carrier HMS Ark Royal, former flagship of the Royal Navy, was decommisioned in March
2011 as part of a major restructuring of British military forces brought on by budget cutbacks.

defence budget . . . An island nation like
Britain, with so many interests in so many
parts of the world—92 per cent of trade
moving by sea, [with] around 10 per cent
of our citizens living abroad—is inevitably
going to be affected by global instability”
(“Holding the Line Against a Future Full
of Uncertainties,” The Sunday Telegraph,
Feb. 27, 2011).
Still the severity of these cuts must be
addressed. Wrote Daily Mail defense columnist Ian Drury: “Scrapping the RAF’s
[Royal Air Force’s] £4.1 billion fleet of
new Nimrod spy planes will weaken Britain’s defences by leaving a ‘massive’ security gap, leading military figures and MPs
have warned . . . Defence Secretary Liam
Fox admitted in November [2010] that getting rid of the Nimrods was a ‘calculated
risk.’ But ministers were determined to
press on, claiming it will save the cashstrapped MoD [Ministry of Defence] £2
billion over the next ten years” (“Axing
New Nimrods Is a Huge Risk Say Top
Brass,” Jan. 23, 2011).
When sheer lack of funds dictates military preparedness, American and British
defenses will be gravely compromised.
Armaments are only part
of the American picture
World and national affairs magazines are
currently debating the question of American decline. Is it an uncomfortable reality
or only a temporary mirage? Observers
seem to be divided about 50-50. Yet all
freely acknowledge the serious nature of

national challenges on both domestic and
foreign fronts.
America cannot effectively separate
the prospect of serious military cuts with
the general decline of its national condition. Ultimately, everything stands or falls
together.
As it stands today, American military
strength still dominates every other nation
by large margins. But if—as recent trends
indicate—that military gap were substantially bridged in the future, we would
have a far different story on our hands.
America’s vulnerability to enemies would
become painfully apparent.
By then it may be too late to turn to God
and seek the help of our Creator. Remember the words of God through the prophet
Ezekiel: “‘When a land sins against Me by
persistent unfaithfulness, I will stretch out
My hand against it; I will cut off its supply of bread, send famine on it, and cut off
man and beast from it. Even if these three
men, Noah, Daniel and Job, were in it, they
would deliver only themselves by their
righteousness,’ says the Lord God” (Ezekiel
14:14; compare Jeremiah 15:1).
There will come a point of no return.
Inevitably a tipping point will arrive.
The all-important biblical background
The United States and Britain cannot
escape history. Surprisingly, the Bible and
history reveal that their respective national
DNAs reach back to the patriarch Joseph in
the book of Genesis.
The God of Israel marked off a special

responsibility for the British and American
peoples toward the time of the end. Their
military and economic might was foretold
in Genesis 49 and Deuteronomy 33. Their
cultural influence enabled the two nations
to take the message of the Bible to the
entire world.
But overall, how have they performed?
Have they fulfilled what God wanted
them to do? The enormous material gifts
bestowed on the two nations by the Creator
puts them in a position of great responsibility, requiring a very high standard of moral
conduct. Yet the last 50 years have seen
ever-increasing degrees of moral failure.
In just the last 10 years the United
States has witnessed a 25 percent hike in
unmarried couples living together. People
no longer honor the God-given marriage
institution. Instead we carelessly tolerate
“alternative lifestyles,” including homosexual marriage, contrary to clear biblical
teaching.
The Ten Commandments are going out
of style in America and Britain. A recent
survey published by USA Today shows that
nearly half the American populace hardly
ever even opens a Bible. The current situation in Britain and its partner countries in
the Commonwealth of Nations reflects similar symptoms of serious national decline.
A proverb of King Solomon states,
“The horse is prepared for the day of battle,
but deliverance is of the Lord” (Proverbs
21:31). Cut off from the help of our Creator whom we have rejected, even military
strength cannot and will not save us.
If we continue to allow our morals
to drift into the proverbial cesspit, our
national downfall is certain. It was Thomas
Jefferson who said, “I tremble for my
country when I reflect that God is just,
that His justice cannot sleep forever.” GN
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Does Israel Matter?
by Beyond Today host Darris McNeely

Renewed call for pre-1967 borders
Since January the Middle East has been
in turmoil, with leaders ousted in Tunisia,
Egypt and Yemen. Others may yet follow.
The so-called “Arab Spring” has not created
new democracies. Rather it has destabilized
the region in a manner not seen since the
creation of the modern Middle East at the
close of World War I.
The Obama administration is carefully
watching these events. Its members want to
come down on “the right side of history,”
even if they may not grasp what that “history” might be. President Obama has not
made any positive progress with the Arab
world since his much-vaunted speech in
Cairo two years ago. His recent call for
Israel to return to pre-1967 borders with
“agreed-upon swaps” of land is ill-defined.
What would a return to pre-1967 borders mean? In key areas, Israel would be
only about 10 miles wide, allowing enemy
armored forces to easily cut the country in
half in time of war. Israel’s one large airport
near Tel Aviv would be just a few miles
from enemy territory, exposing departing
and arriving flights to missile attacks.
Syria would again control the Golan
Heights, a high plateau overlooking northThe author, at left, in a 1971 excavation, helps
ern Israel and an advantageous area from
clear rubble from atop the first-century steps
which to fire on or attack exposed cities and
leading to the southern entrances to the temple
towns below. And the Old City of Jerusalem
complex built by Herod the Great in Jerusalem.
would again be under Muslim control, cutnearly defeated the Israeli Defense Force.
ting off access to Jewish and Christian holy
The Israelis, aided by America, rallied and
sites—or at least making them unsafe for
won that war, and years later they signed
Jews and Christians to visit.
peace agreements with Egypt and Jordan.
Israel knows it must have defensible borSince that time a tenuous relationship has ders. Its troops must have room to maneuexisted between the Jewish state and Pales- ver and protect its people. The Israelis have
tinians who continue to seek the return of
no room to make mistakes. Just one could
lost lands as part of a final settlement.
be fatal. They know that they, not unreliable
The lack of a permanent treaty and
allies, are responsible for their survival.
establishment of a single Palestinian state
Israel understands it must negotiate an
is at the heart of the ongoing dispute in the
agreement that provides for a Palestinian
region. Many expect a push at the United
state alongside a defensible state of Israel.
Nations this autumn to declare the existence And the Israelis have confirmed that Jerusaof a Palestinian state, which would place
lem must remain their united capital. They
Israel in a major dilemma.
will settle for nothing else. They’re in the

F

orty years ago I traveled to Israel to
spend the summer working on an
archaeological dig at the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem. When our
group arrived we were put to work at
the base of the southern wall in the shadow
of the Al Aqsa Mosque.
We spent about two months clearing the
dirt and debris and in the process uncovered
the topmost level of the monumental steps
by which people entered the Temple complex in Jesus Christ’s day. Today you can
see those steps and much more when you
visit the Jerusalem Archaeological Park.
We also traveled throughout Israel exploring many sites mentioned in the Bible. That
summer remains among the highlights of
my life. I met people from around the world
and saw places I had only read about in
books. It was quite an adventure.
Israel garners a lot of attention in the
news. Is that warranted? Why should we
even care about this place that, for many,
is so far away?
Country’s expansion after enemy attack
Had Israel not annexed the territory it
captured in the 1967 Six-Day War, I probably would not have made the trip I was
on. Certainly there would not have been an
archaeological excavation at the Temple
Mount. Before 1967 the Arab nation of Jordan controlled that area, and Jews were not
allowed there. Jerusalem was a divided city,
and certain sections were off limits.
But with the 1967 war this all changed.
Israel’s borders were expanded, giving
Israelis some “breathing room” to defend
themselves against their enemies. Israel
fought one more all-out war, the near fatal
Yom Kippur War of 1973, wherein Egypt
22
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U.S. President Barack Obama recently called on Israel to return to its pre1967 borders as the basis for a solution to its conflict with the Palestinians.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu countered that this is a non-starter.
Why is this so critical, and does Israel really matter in the scope of things?

land to stay and will not be moved.
Some benefits of expanded Israeli rule
What have the Israelis done with the land
they gained in the 1967 war? They opened
the land and made it productive. It has been
cultivated to grow crops that not only feed
the nation, but provide exports to the world.
You can drive though these areas and see the
progress that stable democratic government
has brought to the land and its inhabitants,
Jew and Arab alike. More than 1.5 million
Arabs actually live in peace and freedom
within Israel—a fact seldom reported.
I have seen the benefits Arabs living in
Israel enjoy. Travel through the Jordan Valley, to Jerusalem, to Nazareth and Galilee
and you will see the signs of prosperity
where mutual cooperation is maintained.
There is another benefit gained in the more
than four decades since the 1967 war. It is the
rich knowledge of the archaeological finds
that have opened up the history of the land.
The Bible, along with many of its characters,
has been confirmed historically by these
finds. The field of Bible archaeology has
exploded, and the world is better for that.
I earlier mentioned that the dig I worked
on at the Temple Mount would not have
been possible were the area still controlled
by Muslim Arabs. Likewise, to the south of
this area, in what is called the City of David,
various digs have unearthed the history of
the city, confirmed the ancient Jewish presence and affirmed the accuracy of the Bible.
We would know little of this rich history
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were it not for the openness fostered by the
State of Israel.
Israel a crucial focal point
Walter Russell Mead spoke to Israel’s
role in a recent piece at The American Interest. Israel matters to America like no other
nation on earth, he wrote. “The people and
the story of Israel stir some of the deepest
and most mysterious reaches of the American soul . . . The belief that God favors and
protects Israel is connected to the idea that
God favors and protects America.
“It means more. The existence of Israel
means that the God of the Bible is still
watching out for the well-being of the
human race . . . The restoration of the Jews
to the Holy Land and their creation of a successful, democratic state after two thousand
years of oppression and exile is a clear sign
that the religion of the Bible can be trusted”
(“The Dreamer Goes Down for the Count,”
May 25, 2011, emphasis added)
The existence of Israel does matter in
today’s world. It is larger than a Palestinian
refugee problem. It is even more than the survival of one ethnic group over another. The
ancient land occupied today by the remnant
of mainly one tribe of the biblical nation of
Israel is the site of God’s story of eternal salvation for all the tribes of mankind. It is the
culminating spot where the God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob will show Himself once
more for the good of all people and bring all
nations before Him in judgment.
Today Jerusalem may be a “heavy stone
for all peoples” (Zechariah 12:3), but one
day it will become a place where people
dwell in peace, for “Jerusalem shall be
safely inhabited” (Zechariah 14:11).
Over the years I have made several visits
to Jerusalem. In spite of its current troubles
I have always felt safe. I’ve been able to
place my hand on the Western Wall and
walk around the Dome of the Rock. I’ve
been able to see all its fabled streets and
buildings, taking in all its history. I’ve been
able to do this because it has been a free
and united city. That is the way it should
always be. GN
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Violent Weather: Where Was God?
by Mike Kelley

Over recent months America has been repeatedly stricken by devastating tornadoes, floods, wildfires and drought. Is there a message for us
in these events? What is the biblical perspective on such disasters?

ing of May 22 a massive multiple-vortex
tornado struck Joplin, Missouri, killing 153
and leaving a six-mile swath of destruction
through the heart of the city.

Is violent weather on the increase?
The wave of tornadoes that swept the
plains and eastern United States in April
and May killed more Americans than any
disaster since the terrorist attacks of Sept.
11, 2001. But are killer tornadoes actually
increasing in number and intensity? The
evidence is inconclusive. Some scientists
point to studies showing an increase in the
past decade in the deadly category F4 and
F5 storms, those with winds approaching
300 miles per hour.
According to the Weather Underground
weather service in Ann Arbor, Mich., the
362 confirmed tornadoes that struck April
26-28 set a new record, exceeded only by
the wave of twisters that struck the American Midwest and Southeast in early April
1974. “What was truly amazing was the
unprecedented number of F5 tornadoes, and
how they tended to strike populated areas,”
said Weather Underground spokesman
U.S. military personnel help clean up after a deadly tornado struck Joplin, Missouri, on May 22, 2011.
Jeff Masters.
Meteorologists have studied the impact
n terms of weather in the United States, perfect brew of conditions for devastating
of
the jet stream, the vast high-altitude
the spring of 2011 proved to be the
thunderstorms and tornadoes.
river of wind that moves easterly across
deadliest season in more than 60 years,
Like a massive army moving along a
as violent killer tornadoes devastated
500-mile-long front, the weather systems, North America. And they’ve noted the jet
stream’s southward shift, which has led to
major areas of the Southeast and Mid- originating in the southern plains, moved
an increase in springtime violent storms
west. As of mid-June, the confirmed death east, spreading death and destruction as
toll had passed 520, and was set to climb
they spawned tornadoes, some with winds and tornado activity.
However, killer tornadoes have been a
even higher as more bodies were recovered exceeding 250 miles per hour.
fixture of American life for the past cenfrom the rubble of demolished homes and
Few things that man builds can withtury. Waves of tornadoes in the 1920s and
businesses. Property damage estimates
stand the direct onslaught of such winds.
1930s actually killed more Americans than
ran into the tens of billions and were still
Houses were literally blown apart, roofs
climbing steadily.
lifted off as easily as one might take the lid this year’s outbreak.
Scientists are in agreement, however,
While not on the massive scale of what off a jar. Older buildings were reduced to
Japan has suffered in its recent earthquake piles of bricks. Metal buildings were ripped that advances in tornado-tracking technology have allowed for earlier and more
and tsunami, the U.S. weather-related
apart, their metal panels blown around
accurate tornado warnings. For example,
deaths and damage have nevertheless
like scraps of paper. After the devastation
Doppler weather radar that can detect the
greatly exceeded what American communi- passed, survivors emerged to scenes that
strength of winds inside funnel clouds
ties and states usually have to cope with.
looked like war zones.
gives meteorologists the ability to track
Meteorologists were astounded by the
The worst outbreak occurred April 26
outbreaks, as wave after wave of violent
and 27, when a wave of more than 100 tor- storms far more accurately than just a few
thunderstorms swept across the United
nadoes took 350 lives in the Southeast and years ago. They also agree that hundreds
States. From mid-April to late May, the
Midwest—238 in Alabama alone. As April of lives have been saved as a result of those
deadly pattern repeated itself. High altitude turned into May, most Americans breathed early warnings.
jet stream winds, moving rapidly, collided a sigh of relief, believing the tornado
Where is God when violent weather strikes?
with warm, moist, low-altitude winds
season to be over. But late May brought
News reports commonly gave accounts
from the south and southeast, producing a another wave of storms. Early in the morn24
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of people huddled together in basements,
storm shelters or just the inner rooms of
houses, praying fervently for God’s protection as the killer winds tore their homes
to kindling. Americans are, by and large,
believers in God, and many of those who
survived when others around them died
credit their survival to His protection. God
may have answered many of those prayers.
But for many, there is the larger question, the same question often voiced in the

ters can happen to anyone. Recent history
is replete with accounts of people being in
the wrong place at the wrong time. Consider those lost when interstate highway
bridges collapsed during the Oakland,
California, earthquakes in 1991, or the
nearly 3,000 tragic deaths when terrorists
attacked the World Trade Center on Sept.
11, 2001.
Jesus Christ Himself showed that people
can die accidentally, and not because
they were singled out for punishment for
their sins. We read in Luke 13:3-5 that
some were speculating that a number of
Galileans murdered by Pilate, or another
group killed when a tower fell on them,
were sinners and that their death was
punishment for their sinful lives.
But notice Jesus’ response: “Do you
suppose that these Galileans were worse
sinners than all other Galileans, because
they suffered such things? I tell you, no,
but unless you repent you will all likewise
perish.” Or, as the American Standard Version renders the last part here, “ye shall
all in like manner perish.” The Darby
Translation has: “ye shall all perish in like
manner”—that is, in the same way. And
what way is that? Completely subject to
freak happenstance.
aftermath of natural disasters: Where was of all types that were foretold to occur with
Yet for those who repent of their sins and
God? How could a God of love allow such increasing frequency in the end times!
enter God’s family, matters are quite differdisasters to occur? And if He spared some,
ent, as they are then directly within God’s
Does God send disasters to punish sinners? care. God promises protection for His chilwhy did He not spare others?
Some, including a number of religious
The Bible does have much to say about
dren. He is the master potter molding their
leaders, solemnly declared that the torGod and natural disasters, and it may not
lives and character. This is not to say they
nadoes of 2011 are God’s punishment on
be what you expect.
could never die in an accident. They could.
those living wretched, sinful lives. But is
It might come as a surprise to many,
But if they do, it is only because God spethis accurate?
but God’s Word actually foretells an
cifically allows it—determining them preTo begin with, many of those who died
increase in natural disasters in what the
pared for eternal life in His family.
were just ordinary, law-abiding, decent
Bible calls “the last days.” Let’s notice
The unrepentant in the world at large,
people living what society would term nor- on the other hand, can simply be swept
Matthew 24:7, part of Jesus Christ’s last
mal lives. Many victims attended church
major prophecy before His crucifixion.
away in any random occurrence without
regularly, were good neighbors and tried
Here He gives His disciples advance
God’s assurance of help and protection and
notice about what world conditions would to lead moral, ethical lives. But the storms eternal life.
be like just prior to His return: “There will killed indiscriminately, taking the lives of
The wonderful truth is that God will ultibe famines, earthquakes, and pestilences all types of people.
mately grant His repentant children immorThe Bible does note that it’s possible for tality with no possibility of perishing. His
in various places.”
people to simply be at the wrong place at
Luke’s account of this same prophecy
followers He’s allowed to die will at the
the wrong time. In ancient times, Israel’s
adds a few more details: “And there will
time of Christ’s return be resurrected to life
be signs in the sun, in the moon, and in the King Solomon mused on this exact subject. without end.
Notice Ecclesiastes 9:11: “I returned and
stars; and on the earth distress of nations,
(It should be mentioned that those
with perplexity, the sea and the waves roar- saw under the sun that—the race is not to
who’ve died without ever repenting will
ing” (Luke 21:25). Waves roar at sea during the swift, nor the battle to the strong, nor
also be raised to life in the age to come,
bread to the wise, nor riches to men of
violent storms, something that can cause
but not yet eternal life. Their lives will
understanding, nor favor to men of skill;
fear in even the most stalwart individuals,
still be subject to the possibility of perishbut time and chance happen to them all”
as the next verse indicates.
ing unless they repent and remain faithful
Both of these passages refer to destruc- (emphasis added throughout).
at that time. This will not be their second
We have to realize that life is full of
tive weather events and other natural
chance for salvation, as some may deem it
disasters to occur in the end time. The past risks, and that natural or unnatural disas- to be, but their one and only opportunity.)
decade has seen a torrent of hurricanes,
tornadoes, droughts and floods! The last
week of May witnessed record flooding on
the lower Mississippi River, while large
stretches of Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana
and New Mexico experienced near-record
drought. In large areas of the southern
plains, 2011 crop yields will be a small
fraction of normal. And again, consider
what Japan has had to go through.
It isn’t just tornadoes, but natural disasters

The Bible does not
show God using natural disasters to single
out individuals for
punishment. But it
does prophesy punishment on nations
for their national sins.
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A coming “time of Jacob’s trouble”
While the Bible does not show God
using natural disasters to single out individual sinners for punishment, it does
prophesy punishment on nations, particularly the major English-speaking countries,
for their national sins.
For years, this publication has been
proclaiming what many find hard to
believe—that a time of national punishment is coming on the United States, Great
Britain, Canada, Australia, New Zealand
and the other modern descendants of the
“Lost Ten Tribes” of ancient Israel (to
learn more, request or download our free
booklet The United States and Britain in
Bible Prophecy).
Many are astounded to learn that the
Bible devotes considerable space to this
subject. We won’t go into detail here, but
Jeremiah 30:7 states: “Alas, for that day is
great, so that none is like it; and it is the
time of Jacob’s trouble, but he shall be
saved out of it” (after suffering through it).
Amazing as it may sound, the national
forebears of today’s major English-speaking
nations were some of the tribes of Israel,
whom God rescued from slavery in ancient
Egypt. Many are familiar with how God
brought them, after years of wandering in
the wilderness, to the borders of the Promised Land. At that historic juncture, He
gave them a choice of two ways of life—
obedience to His laws, which would bring
untold blessings, or rebellion against His
way, which would bring curses and national
suffering.
In Deuteronomy 28, often referred to
as one of the two “blessings and curses”
chapters (the other being Leviticus 26),
God laid out the choice for His people.
Theirs was an agricultural economy, and
good weather was crucial to national prosperity. Notice what God said would happen
for disobedience: “Your heavens which are
over your head shall be bronze, and the
earth which is under you shall be iron. The
Lord will change the rain of your land to
powder and dust” (verses 23-24).
Is it just coincidence that we are seeing
yet another severe drought in the United
States? A growing chorus of scientists is
predicting major changes to weather patterns that may make droughts increasingly
common.
The evidence is mounting that something
major is happening to our weather. Is God
using devastating weather events as part
of His punishment on modern Israel? At
the very least, these tragic and enormously
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expensive disasters should make us stand
up and take notice!
Living in Satan’s world
We also cannot ignore the reality of
what the Bible terms “this present evil
age.” God has, for the present time, turned
over much of the control of this world to
Satan the devil, the adversary and enemy
of mankind. God is allowing Satan considerable sway and latitude over much
of what happens on our planet, including
the weather.
The apostle Paul was quite aware of this.
Writing to the churches in Galatia, he said
that Christ “gave Himself for our sins, that
He might deliver us from this present evil
age, according to the will of our God and
Father” (Galatians 1:4).
In another letter to the church at Corinth,
he wrote of those “whose minds the god of
this age has blinded, who do not believe,
lest the light of the gospel of the glory of
Christ, who is the image of God, should
shine on them” (2 Corinthians 4:4).
Paul freely acknowledged that this is
Satan’s world and that Satan has a certain
amount of control over how this world
functions!
Satan has the power to unleash the forces
of nature on human beings. The Bible
records an actual case of this happening
in the book of Job, as recorded in the first
chapter. Here we see recorded an actual
conversation between God and Satan. God
asks Satan, “From where do you come?”
and Satan answers, “From going to and fro
on the earth, and from walking back and
forth on it.”
The conversation then proceeds to a discussion of Job, a righteous man who was
also blessed with a fine family and much
material wealth. Satan challenges God:
“Does Job fear God for nothing? . . . You
have blessed the work of his hands, and his
possessions have increased in the land. But
now, stretch out Your hand and touch all
that he has, and he will surely curse You
to your face!” (Job 1:7-11).
Notice how God responds: “Behold,
all that he has is in your power, only do
not lay a hand on his person” (verse 12).
Satan then proceeds, in the rest of this first
chapter, to systematically kill Job’s children and destroy his possessions. The final
destruction comes as a result of “a great
wind [that] came from across the wilderness and struck the four corners of the
house, and it fell on the young people,
and they are dead” (Job 1:19).

Clearly this shows us that Satan has
some control over the weather. This raises
an obvious question: Could it be that Satan
has reason to send violent weather on
mankind?
Revelation 12:12 suggests that there is:
“Woe to the inhabitants of the earth and the
sea! For the devil has come down to you,
having great wrath, because he knows that
he has a short time.”
Satan is completely aware of the fact
that his time of ruling over this earth is
fast coming to an end! Yet the final wrath
referred to here is the time of the Great
Tribulation, which we have not yet entered
into (compare verses 13-14).
Times are definitely going to get worse
—with worsening calamities. But the ultimate news is very good. A time is coming
when good weather will be the norm, when
violent storms and killer tornadoes will be
a thing of the past. You owe it to yourself
to find out how you can be a part of this
solution to the problem of violent weather.
(Request or download our free booklets
The Gospel of the Kingdom and What Is
Your Destiny?)
The tornadoes that swept across northern
Alabama near where I live killed five members of a family of nine. The local news
carried the heart-wrenching story of their
funerals, with five caskets lined up outside
a funeral home, waiting to be loaded into
five black hearses.
Many other equally tragic stories have
been repeated in this season of death and
destruction from these devastating storms.
But God assures us that the day is coming when such scenes will be unknown
to mankind, and the reign of “the god of
this age” will be no more. God speed that
day! GN

To Learn More...
How do we make sense of disasters? How can we reconcile the
reality of human suffering with
a God who is all-loving and
merciful? This quandary has
plagued theologians and philosophers for years. What part
of the picture are we failing
to see? Our free booklet Why
Does God Allow Suffering? addresses these
questions head on. It reveals the source of so much
human suffering, helps us understand why God allows
it and shows how and when all suffering will cease.
Request or download your free copy today!
Contact any of our offices listed on page 2, or
request or download it from our website.

www.GNmagazine.org/booklets
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Freedom and Free Enterprise—
Great Biblical Blessings
by Don Hooser

of socialism. Today, many nations have
“mixed” economies—partly free enterprise
and partly socialistic.
Perhaps the most famous exponent in the
20th century of free-market economics was
control by some central government.
the Austrian-American genius Ludwig von
Human beings are born free because we
Mises (1881-1973), author of a monumenhave been given amazing minds with which
tal work titled Human Action: A Treatise
to think, learn, speak, imagine, make decion Economics.
sions, set goals, develop tools, invent, be
Probably the best recently published
entrepreneurs, be creative and artistic, develop book about the science of economics is by
personality, love and worship. (Other physical Dr. Shawn Ritenour, an adjunct professor
creatures, however, are not born free—they
with the Ludwig von Mises Institute. In his
are ruled mainly by their instincts.)
545-page book Foundations of Economics:
Human government can restrict your
A Christian View (2010), he explains how
freedom, but it can’t give you freedoms
the many laws of economics are based on
because you already have them.
the teachings of the Bible. Two excellent
Freedom of choice is clearly taught
shorter books are Biblical Economics by
in the Bible. God defines good and evil
R.C. Sproul, Jr. (2008) and Money, Greed,
and announces rewards and punishments
and God by Jay Richards (2009).
according to our behavior. But God leaves
people free to choose between the options Scripture teaches the importance
of private property
(Deuteronomy 30:19).
God, of course, owns the world (Psalm
Do laws provide freedom
50:12). But Psalm 115:16 tells us, “The
or deprive people of freedom?
earth He has given to the children of men.”
When man’s laws are overly complex,
This implies God’s desire for each family
overly restrictive and excessive in number, to “own” a piece of property—essentially
they largely deprive people of precious
a long-term lease of God’s property.
freedom. However, God’s laws, which are
The protection of the Eighth Commandperfect and few in number, provide for
ment—“You shall not steal”—shows the
maximum liberty overall.
importance God places on private property.
God, of course, does not grant absolute
The Tenth Commandment—“You shall not
freedom, which would mean anarchy and
covet”—tells us to not even think about
license to do evil! Laws are needed to constealing (Exodus 20:15, 17).
strain people from intruding on the freedoms
Stealing, of course, takes many forms.
of others.
God’s Word mandates that all measurements
So the Ten Commandments are the oppo- and standards remain accurate, consistent
site of a “yoke of bondage”! James calls
and unchanging to prevent the cheating of
them the perfect “law of liberty” (James
customers (Leviticus 19:35-36). It forbids
1:25; 2:12, emphasis added throughout).
cheating or defrauding others (verse 13).
The Ten Commandments have been criti- It prohibits moving markers that define the
cized for sounding negative—most saying, boundaries of one’s land and lying in any
“You shall not . . .” But that kind of law
matter of law (Deuteronomy 19:14-20).
is exactly what a nation needs—laws that
All of these, and many other laws, were
restrain evil and harm to others but don’t
designed to protect the people and their
restrict free enterprise and honest business! property.
Free enterprise is also called private
Just think: If a person has at least a small
enterprise. Here’s a brief dictionary defini- piece of land that is debt-free and tax-free,
tion: “Business activities unregulated by
he can at least put up a tent, plant a garden
state ownership or control.” It is the opposite and get by with relatively little income.

Few people understand how much the wonderful principles of civil liberty
and free enterprise originated with God and are taught in the Bible!

F

reedom—Liberty—How sweet
the sound! From the beginning of
time, humanity has been “yearning
to breathe free.”
The greatest freedoms are spiritual,
but physical, civil and economic freedoms
are also important. They often overlap.
Freedom is a major theme in the Bible.
In fact, the Bible has inspired people down
through the ages to seek freedom for
themselves and others.
However, many people tend to take their
freedoms for granted and undervalue them.
They don’t understand how much God
wants us to cherish and protect them.
Many hold misunderstandings about
the Bible. Wasn’t the God of the Old Testament a severely controlling dictator?
Weren’t His laws a “yoke of bondage”?
Weren’t the Israelites poor nomads who
had no personal property?
To those questions, the answer is no.
God’s way is that of liberty, including free
exchange of goods and services, within law.

Are human beings born free?
“God created man in His own image”
(Genesis 1:27). This made man vastly
superior to all the other creatures!
God said mankind was to “be fruitful
and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it;
have dominion [rule or stewardship]” over
all the other creatures (verse 28). And God
told Adam “to tend and keep” the Garden of
Eden, implying that his descendants should
tend and keep the planet (Genesis 2:15).
Notice what God did not say: He did not
specify innumerable details about how they
should do it (although He clearly holds us
accountable to obey His laws that are to
govern our actions).
This immediately shows God’s confidence in the abilities of human beings in
general to learn—from their own experience and the experience of others—how
to manage their occupations without rigid
Visit us at www.GNmagazine.org
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It may also provide an opportunity for a
profitable farm or cottage industry.
A beautiful prophecy about life on earth
after Christ returns is that “everyone shall
sit under his vine and under his fig tree,
and no one shall make them afraid” (Micah
4:4). When it’s “his vine” and “his fig
tree,” that means they are on his land!
Material wealth and Jesus’ promotion
of investment
The Bible does not say that “money is
the root of all evil,” as some assume. It
says, “The love of money is a root of all
kinds of evil” (1 Timothy 6:10). We must
love God and spiritual riches far more than
physical riches.
The Bible warns against the two opposite
evils of materialism and asceticism. The
apostle Paul wrote that God “gives us richly
all things to enjoy” (1 Timothy 6:17).
We are certainly to focus on helping
others. But earning money and building
wealth for ourselves puts us in a position
to be of help to others—rather than burdening others with our need (though some
must rely on others’ generosity of course).
A number of godly men in the Bible were
wealthy (such as Abraham, Job and David),
but they put God ahead of their wealth.
Many of Jesus’ parables were stories
about money and business transactions.
Although His main point was always
spiritual, He would not have been using
financial transactions as illustrations if they
were inherently evil.
For example, in the parable of the talents
(Matthew 25:14-30) and in the parable
of the minas (Luke 19:12-27), the master
expected his servants to use his money to
generate a profit without telling them how
or where to invest it (except that, at the end,
he said that those who produced no profit
should have at least deposited his money in
the bank to earn interest). The servants who
invested and produced a profit are praised
and rewarded by the master.
The Bible praises initiative, diligence
and the work ethic as wise efforts to “bear
fruit” and prosper (Proverbs 10:4; 12:24;
13:4; 18:9; 21:5; 22:29; 24:27). And if our
faith is in God rather than in ourselves,
God will make sure our needs are provided
(Matthew 6:33).
A bum rap for capitalism
But haven’t we heard bad things about
“capitalism”? Capitalism, which is largely
synonymous with free enterprise and free
exchange, has been unfairly criticized.
28
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“Capital” refers to money, property, tools
and other assets. And capitalism simply
means the use of capital to produce goods
or services that are “in demand,” meaning
things that are needed or desired by others.
The scriptures cited above clearly support
the idea of capitalism.
Many of the problems associated with
so-called capitalist economies are not due to
free enterprise but to criminal activity and
government interference in markets (so that
they are not truly free markets). Backroom
dealing between certain corporations and
government regulators is such an example.
Historically and generally, the fruit of free
enterprise has been prosperity while the fruit
of socialism (and communism) has been
poverty and misery. Nevertheless, there continue to be dreamers (often with good intentions) who naively think their new variations
of socialism will work wonderfully.
Yet socialism is based on the false premise that there is a fixed amount of wealth
that must be redistributed for everyone to
get an equitable share or “piece of the pie.”
This redistribution requires coerced taking
from those with a bigger piece, which is in
fact theft. Capitalism, on the other hand,
provides a godly solution. Rather than redividing the pie, we can make more pies!
Indeed, free enterprise is the only system
that allows more wealth to be generated
rather than just moving around what people
presently possess.
And free enterprise promotes liberty,
being largely based on the principle of
laissez-faire, French for “Let (people) do
(as they choose).” Laizzez-faire, sometimes paraphrased as “hands off,” was first
clearly explained and advocated by the
Scottish economist Adam Smith (17231790) in his great work The Wealth of
Nations, published in 1776.
He described how free societies run
smoothly without government controls as
if an “invisible hand” is guiding them. This
is the most efficient economic model for
meeting people’s wants and needs. Smith is
considered “the prophet of free enterprise,”
but the main principles he encouraged have
been in the Bible all along. (Regarding a
common misconception, see “The Early
Church Was Not Communist—and Neither
Was Jesus” on page 29.)

It should not be the business of government to
involve itself in private
business unless that
business is causing
harm to others.
punishment of evildoers and for the praise
of those who do good” (1 Peter 2:14).
The powers of federal, state and local
governments should largely be limited to
protecting the three great natural rights—
life, liberty and property—from threats from
within (crime) and from threats from without (invasion). In addition, it should protect
the people from the government itself.
The word “republic” implies not only a
representative form of government, but one
that deals with public affairs as opposed to
manipulating and micromanaging private
affairs. It should not be the business of
government to involve itself in private business unless that business is causing harm
to others.

Consider the freedoms enjoyed in God’s
nation of Israel
For a long while after its establishment,
the new nation of Israel was a theocracy
with God as its King (compare 1 Samuel
12:12). In the Promised Land the people
enjoyed the most personal liberties of any
nation in the history of the world.
God gave His nation a marvelous start!
Moses told them that God had promised
“to give you large and beautiful cities
which you did not build, houses full of all
good things, which you did not fill, hewnout wells which you did not dig, vineyards
and olive trees which you did not plant”
(Deuteronomy 6:10-11). Essentially, they
received an inheritance that was all debtfree and tax-free!
As long as the people of Israel looked to
God as their King, the laws didn’t change.
But when Samuel was the prophet and
judge in Israel, the people began to insist
on a human ruler “to judge us like the
[other] nations” (1 Samuel 8:5).
What is the proper role for civil governments?
Eventually God let them learn some lessons the hard way. He told Samuel to “heed
Paul wrote that God has ordained civil
their voice,” but also to “solemnly forewarn
government to prevent and punish “evil”
them, and show them the behavior of the
(Romans 13:1-4). Peter wrote that civil
king who will reign over them” (1 Samuel
“governors . . . are sent by [God] for the

8:9). So Samuel forewarned them that they
would see their young men and women
drafted into military and government service
and that they would see government confiscation of property, high taxes and other
losses of their liberties (verses 10-18).
What God prophesied came to pass—
over and over. As God warned, “You will
cry out in that day because of your king
whom you have chosen for yourselves, and
the Lord will not hear you in that day”
(verse 18). What an appropriate description
of our day as well!
A surprising key to the American
success story
Henry Grady Weaver wrote a fascinating history and analysis of freedom and its
benefits titled The Mainspring of Human
Progress (1947).
Weaver described the greatest “revolution
against pagan fatalism, the revolution for
human freedom”—the birth of the United
States. For nearly 6,000 years, progress in
science and people’s standard of living proceeded very slowly. Then once the American

colonies became the “land of the free,” there
was an immediate outburst of human energy
and innovation followed by prosperity.
The success of the American experiment
has inspired many other nations to learn
and apply valuable lessons.
What did the motley colonists have in
common that unified and energized them?
It was not formal education. It was the
fact that a large percentage of them were
readers, and they mostly were reading the
same books, including books about history
and economics!
Some of the popular books were by
English philosopher John Locke (16321704), French scholar Baron Charles de
Montesquieu (1689-1755), French writer
Voltaire (1694-1778), Geneva-born writer
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), and
English judge and professor Sir William
Blackstone. Most of these Enlightenment
thinkers were strong proponents of the
Christian religion.
However, the most popular book by far
was the Bible. In fact, the main reason they
were highly motivated to learn to read and

to teach their children to read was so they
could read the Good Book!
The widespread self-education in noble
books with great ideas, especially the
Bible, explains why most of the colonists
were people of principle and high moral
character. They knew that, to a great extent,
you become what you read.
The American colonists were in many
respects a powerful illustration of Jesus’
statement, “You shall know the truth, and
the truth shall make you free” (John 8:32).
The Bible makes it clear that God
deserves all the credit for making America
“a great nation” (Genesis 12:2). But some
of the ideas and ideologies that God
inspired in the American colonists contributed to the achievement of that greatness.
True economic freedom is yet to come
Of course, for all its greatness, the
United States has periodically suffered
economic woes—and matters have grown
far worse as the government has grown in
power. Much of what is represented as free
enterprise really isn’t.
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Governments frequently offer financial
favors, but with strings attached. With
every government handout (money from
taxes, or the cruel and hidden tax of monetary inflation) comes more regulations and
restrictions of civil liberties.
Democracies usually eventually destroy
themselves because voters are seduced by
promises of short-range benefits paid for
by someone else. They sacrifice liberties
for perks and promises of security. They
vote for the political candidates who promise them the most, with the result that government spending and taxes increase, sapping the productivity of the economy and
weakening the nation until it falls to forces
without or collapses from decay within.
Sadly, we read in the headlines of this
erosion of economic vitality and liberty
taking place now in the United States and
other democratic nations.
As we’ve seen, the Bible indeed teaches

free enterprise. But the fact is that the
world has never seen free enterprise at its
very best. That will happen only after Jesus
Christ returns! He will give the world ideal
economics combined with godly ethics.
The results will be spectacular—liberty,
peace and prosperity throughout the world!
The people and their children and all
their descendants will enjoy every kind of
wonderful blessing—as indicated in the
following passage:
“They shall build houses and inhabit
them; they shall plant vineyards and
eat their fruit. They shall not build and
another inhabit; they shall not plant and
another eat; for as the days of a tree [many
days!], so shall be the days of My people,
and My elect shall long enjoy the work
of their hands. They shall not labor in
vain, nor bring forth children for trouble;
for they shall be the descendants of the
blessed of the Lord, and their offspring

with them” (Isaiah 65:21-23).
The Bible makes it clear that free enterprise is the best economic system. When
people combine free enterprise with faith
in God and obedience to His spiritual laws,
they not only survive, they thrive. GN

Biblical Roots

Is America a “city upon a hill,” or are we
a shameful example to the rest of the world’s
nations? When America looked to God
and the Bible for basic principles on which
she based her laws and lifestyle, she shone
brightly as a beacon in the dark. But we no
longer do. We are a dreadful example and,
unless we soon change our ways, we shall
become “a byword through the world”!
The United States is descended from the
biblical nation of Israel (you can see this
for yourself in our free booklet The United
States and Britain in Bible Prophecy). Its
blessings of freedom and material prosperity
are gifts from God. Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28 detail the wealth of blessings God
showered on the nation and also warn of the
dreadful curses God says He will allow if
we fail to remain faithful in obedience to His
commandments.
America is gradually losing its international prominence. Its problems are growing
deeper and larger by the day.
What will come next? The Bible foretells
that many curses will befall the United States
if we continue on our current path. When
John Winthrop warned so long ago about
dealing falsely with God and the people
becoming “a byword,” he lifted a quote from
Deuteronomy 28 (verse 37). Again, this chapter in the Bible warns of the loss of national
blessings (now evident in many areas), as
well as growing national turmoil and eventual
defeat by enemies.
Is it possible for the world’s leading superpower to collapse? We should take note not

only of biblical warnings but those of secular
“prophets” too. Author and Harvard University history professor Niall Ferguson recently
wrote an article titled, “When the American
Empire Goes, It Is Likely to Go Quickly”
(Foreign Affairs, March/April 2010). Note that
the first word here is not “if” but “when”!
Great nations and empires of the past have
fallen into the dustbin of history. An ancient
example is the mighty Roman Empire; a
modern example is the British Empire. “Once
a maritime superpower and ruler of half the
world, Britain now occupies an isolated position as an economically fragile island” (Lawrence James, The Rise and Fall of the British
Empire, 1994, back cover).
America is in serious decline now. And let
us all take heed: It will not only continue to
decline but will eventually collapse unless it
turns to God in genuine repentance. GN

Continued from page 7

But it didn’t last long. “Once our nation
felt secure again, God was safely tucked
away, church attendance declined . . . God is
less welcome now in the affairs of our public
life than He was before 9/11. [Consider the
sad incident of] a girl who was wearing a
chastity bracelet signifying her intention to be
a virgin until she marries, but it was banned
from the school because it was deemed religious . . . The role of religion, we are told, is
to bless the soul, but not to interfere with our
lifestyle or public policy” (p. 12).
The fate of nations that desert God
What happens to nations God has blessed
that desert Him? The record indicates that
they eventually decline, ultimately collapse
and are relegated to the trash heap of history.
In the elementary beginnings of what
would eventually become part of the United
States, John Winthrop (1587-1649), who
served 12 terms as governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, stated: “We must
consider that we shall be a city upon a hill.
The eyes of all people are upon us, so that
if we shall deal falsely with our God in this
work we have undertaken, and so cause Him
to withdraw his present help from us, we
shall be made a story and a byword through
the world” (quoted in Our Nation’s Archive:
The History of the United States in Documents, Eric Bruun and Jay Crosby, editors,
1999, p. 47).
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To Learn More...
Who couldn’t use some sound
financial guidance in dealing
with personal finances, especially in our times of financial
uncertainty? Who wouldn’t like
time-tested advice on handling money—especially when
it’s free? We’ve prepared an
important booklet, Managing
Your Finances, to help you better handle your
household finances and budget. Download or request
your free copy today!
Contact any of our offices listed on page 2, or
request or download it from our website.

www.GNmagazine.org/booklets

To Learn More...
What is the real story behind
America’s rise from a lowly
backwater colony to the most
prosperous and powerful nation
history has ever seen? Does
Bible history and prophecy
shed any light on the story?
Does it indicate what lies
ahead? You need to read our
eye-opening free booklet The United States and
Britain in Bible Prophecy. Request or download your
free copy today!
Contact any of our offices listed on page 2,
or request or download it from our website.

www.GNmagazine.org/booklets
Visit us at www.GNmagazine.org

Beyond Today television program
I wanted to let you know that I have finally been able to pick up your program Beyond Today on WGN-America on Sunday mornings. I have not missed
an episode since. I have some of your materials and have completed your Bible
Study Course, and now I have the television program as well. I am being taught
the way I was brought up to believe and really feel blessed that I have your indepth knowledge and understanding to help guide me through the Scriptures
once again.
P.M.R., Mauston, Wisconsin
I have been watching your program Beyond Today for about two months
and am enjoying it very much. I am also reading some of your magazines.
I attended one of your meetings in Buford, Georgia. My desire is to become
a Church member, as I want to be baptized. I am sending you a check to help
support the gospel of the Kingdom of God and His Christ. Please pray for me
to remain faithful.
Reader from Georgia (USA)

The Bible Study Course has been a blessing to me. It is such a joy when
it comes through the door. I compare your booklets with the scriptures in the
Bible. I look carefully at the different translations and find your booklets very
accurate. It is wonderful that I can learn in my own home and in my own time.
I can refer to the booklets time and time again.
Y.C., Manchester, England

Suffering from depression
I received two issues of your magazine for which I am very grateful. While
reading the “Letters From Our Readers” in the March-April issue, I found the
letter from a reader on “How to Battle Depression.” I’ve been suffering from
depression for some 30 years. This letter sounds so promising and encouraging that I believe it could decrease (or stop) my suffering should I have a
chance to read it. I would be very grateful of you could send me a copy of
the article.
Reader from Saskatoon, Canada

I just received my first copies of The Good News and found your articles
very interesting to read. In the British & European Supplement to The Good
Oh, how I enjoy your Good News magazine! The March-April issue is so very News, I found a letter “Can a Christian suffer depression?” I found your answer
very interesting and would like you to send me the booklet You Can Have Livinteresting, especially the article “The Book That Changed the World.” Could
ing Faith and the two reprints “Depression: Ways to Win the Battle” and “The
I possibly have three or four copies? I want my sons to read this life-changing
Bible’s Keys to Mental Health.” I would like you to keep sending me The Good
information. I stand amazed that God preserved all these books over so many
years and then moved King James in such a way that he would command it to News. Please accept my tithe.
A.P., Sheffield, England
be translated.
F.L.M., Tulsa, Oklahoma
We are glad to renew Good News magazine subscriptions and to honor
requests for any of our free publications.
Since my disability over 10 years ago, your magazine has been a lift to my
soul and spirit. Just to follow God’s revelation of His end-time coming, which
Insightful readers
I believe is now at hand, is awesome. Your kindness has been a blessing to othThings are happening very fast at the end of this age. People and governers through my testimony by the booklets I received during the past few years.
ments
have forgotten our Creator. They seem self-serving and blinded to the
Keep up the wonderful work to get the gospel out.
things
going
on around them. God didn’t stand for it in Noah’s day. He doesn’t
L.S., Columbia, South Carolina
change, so why do people think He will now? They justify their actions and
When The Good News arrived, it was so wonderful to receive it. I am looking don’t want to see themselves in the light of God’s Word. That’s the only place
forward to the next issue. Computers are nice, but having something to hold
we can find the moral standards to order our lives by. I tell people to pray and
in your hands that contains God’s Word is comforting. Thank you so much for
seek God each day as time is short.
your kindness to someone far from home. I am with my husband, and both of
M.S., Loxley, Alabama
us study the Word of God.
Since
receiving
your
publications,
I
have
realized
that
the
church was wrong
M.C.T-T, Sri Lanka
to ditch Sabbath-day worship and adopt a pagan festival calendar. God told
I would just like to say how much I appreciate your wonderful literature.
Moses that the Israelites were not to follow Egyptian religious practices or copy
I am 85 years old and sit up at nighttime in my bed and read your Good News
Canaanite ones when they reached the Promised Land. If we Christians are to
magazine and some of the booklets I have requested. I have never felt such
provoke the Jewish people to be jealous of our relationship with the Almighty
peace before. There are many people out there who do not believe in a Creator. [Romans 10:19; 11:11, 14], then we should follow the divine pattern of the
I have no idea how they get by in everyday life. If I did not have my Lord, I don’t
Sabbath day and the annual festivals as instituted in Scripture.
know where I would be. Thank you so much for providing me with such fantastic
C.P., Stoke-on-Trent, England
and inspirational literature.
Our readers may wish to request or download our free booklets Sunset to
Reader from Queensland, Australia
Sunset: God’s Sabbath Rest, God’s Holy Day Plan: The Promise of Hope for All
Bible Study Course
Mankind and Holidays or Holy Days: Does It Matter Which Days We Observe?
Your list of literature looks really interesting. I have just ordered my first Bible
Helping save marriages
in over 30 years. It should arrive this week. Actually, please send me the Bible
May God bless you for the great work you are doing in helping to save thouStudy Course as well so I can read it when I get my Bible. Thank you.
Reader from Tasmania sands of marriages all around the world. I must say that my wife and I had separated because our marriage was not Christ-centered and we were selfishly
I am writing to request the Bible Study Course that I have seen offered by
seeking our own personal satisfaction. But now we are a family again and we
your group. I would very much like to gain a greater understanding of God’s
have a very happy marriage. We have become marriage counsellors and your
Word. I am not so much looking for “a religion” as I am for truth. All I seemed to
articles serve as very useful tools in assisting us to help other married couples.
be finding elsewhere is a bunch of words that have no meaning once you step
F.M.P-C., Nicaragua
outside the church doors.

The Good News

Your teachings seem to be so different. I have read things in your literature
that I have never heard before at church—clean and unclean meats, tithing,
God’s Holy Days, the laying on of hands to receive the Holy Spirit. So I would
like to learn more.
K.S., Walton, West Virginia

Published letters may be edited for clarity and space. Address your letters
to The Good News, P.O. Box 541027, Cincinnati, OH 45254-1027, U.S.A.,
or e-mail gninfo@ucg.org (please be sure to include your full name, city,
state or province, and country).
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ow do we make sense of suffering? How
do we reconcile the reality of so much
suffering, anguish and misery with a
divine being who is allloving and infinitely merciful? This quandary has
plagued theologians and
philosophers for centuries. But they have failed to
give us a satisfying, rational
answer. Is there more to the
story we haven’t considered?
Through the prophet
Isaiah God tells us, “My thoughts are not your
thoughts, nor are your ways My ways” (Isaiah

FEMA news photo

Why Does a Loving God
Allow Suffering?

55:8). God thinks and acts on a level different
from ours. He sees things from a much broader
overview. From our perspective, it’s as though we
were putting together a jigsaw puzzle with many
of the pieces missing. What part of the picture
are we failing to see?
The free booklet Why Does God Allow
Suffering? addresses these questions head on.
This crucial booklet reveals the source of so
much human suffering, helps us understand
why God allows it, shows His different perspective on it and lets us understand how and when
all suffering will eventually cease.
For your free copy, visit our website or
contact any of our offices listed on page 2.

Request or download your free copy at www.GNmagazine.org/booklets
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